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0.2 Summary
The area of underactuated robotics is a continually growing field of research focused
on the examination and use of robots that are not fully controllable. These robots come
in many forms, examples include the well-known passive walking mechanisms, robots
with flexible linkages and simple serial-link robots that contain one or more spring
driven joint/s. The field presents many challenges; one of the most notable is the diffi-
culty of using system inversion methods for feedforward control. The motion and dy-
namics of the robot may be straightforward to describe, but the complexities involved
in finding a system inversion of these models present a host of problems when seeking
a stable system inversion.
Research in the area, over the last 20 years, has sought to control these robots
through various methods, most rely heavily on working around the nonlinearities of
the robots. These include feedback linearization and zero dynamics analysis. Other
methods rely on ever more robust control strategies.. A common thread of nearly all
underactuated robot research and control, in part due to the lack of widely applicable
system inversion methods, is that the motion tasks have been limited to either motion
tracking or movement between the robot’s natural resting points (equilibrium positions).
Both motion goals are restricting in their own way, prompting the development of the
work presented here; on new methods of analysis, design, and control enabling underac-
tuated robots to perform cyclic tasks. These tasks consist of repeating motions between
two or more desired non-equilibrium points.
This work presents three main contributions to achieve the cyclic motion task. The
first is an underactuated systems investigation tool, facilitating a more in depth examina-
tion of the behavior and capabilities of an underactuated robot, based on changes to the
actuators dynamic properties. The second is a work based joint replacement methodol-
ogy, focused on allowing easier and more useful integration of passive torsional spring
joints into serial-link robots using a work comparison process. The last contribution, the
largest and most important of the three, is a generalized system inversion method for
use on underactuated robots performing cyclic tasks. This method finds the necessary
feedforward control trajectories and the reference trajectories for control of the robot
throughout the cyclic task. Each method is presented with corresponding examples.
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In order to verify the efficacy and usefulness of the system inversion method a small
2 degree-of-freedom underactuated manipulator was constructed and the new theory
tested on it. The experimental results not only validate the method, but after the model
complexity was increased and the its parameters tuned, showed a marked increase in
performance due to the more accurate parameters, all while handling the more complex
models impressively.
The impact of this work is then discussed, highlighting how this new area of tasks
widens the applicability of underactuated robots, facilitating the use of safer and more
efficient robots. Future use in fast pick-and-place tasks is most ideal but the possibilities
range to any robot task that involves repetitive motion.
vi
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The field of mechanical engineering has a substantial history of research, development,
design, and production throughout more than the last 150 years. The specific area of
robotics is presently just passing 50 years in development and continues to be an area
where new methods, technology and ideas are being to be discovered.
Since the beginning of its development, the use and application of robotics has nat-
urally split into two general areas of focus: the high precision and high cost Computer
Numerical Controlled (CNC) machines, implemented in parts manufacturing, and the
serial link manipulators, typically used for basic tasks of parts movement and prelimi-
nary assembly. This division came about naturally due to the existing technology and
demands at the time. High stiffness machining mills and lathes lead directly into cre-
ation of the CNC machines. The use of teleoperation for remote part manipulation
was developed for hazardous material handling, leading to the creation of the robotic
serial-link manipulator. Precision contact tasks were best suited for the high stiffness
CNC machines while the more versatile serial-link robots were able to perform in larger
workspaces but with more rudimentary tasks.
Though the serial-link manipulator and the CNC machines have each grown and
changed into their own independent fields, both in terms of research as well as their
use in industry, the design and control principals used on CNC machines have had a
dominating influence over the entire robotics field. The effect over the last 20 years
has been a continued focus on ensuring every aspect of the robot’s movement is tightly
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controlled and that any nonlinear behavior is either kept out of the design or canceled
out by the controller. This has led to tough and reliable manipulators that have greater
precision, better control schemes, and better performance. However, the overemphasis
on position control and overall stiffness has contributed to a lack of development in
some areas, an immediate example is that it has kept payload to weight ratios low[1], as
low as 5% in some of the older robots and up to 25%-30% in recent years.
These goals have also forced robot design to become disconnected and at times
conflicted with robot control strategies. Though many control schemes use rigid body
dynamics models to estimate the necessary torques required for motion, the control
system normally just modifies the intrinsic dynamics of the manipulator, in a brute force
sort of way, instead of using them to its advantage, this occurs in both motion and force
control tasks[2]. By working around and sometimes against the natural dynamics of a
robot, the control systems are unable to exploit the benefits of the robot’s design and
must simply rely on the robustness of the controller to achieve its objective. Another
branch of the problem is in passive compliance, both active and passive compliance are
needed for reliable contact tasks[3], this fact is at odds with the current improvement
philosophies.
Other factors have contributed to the narrow development of the serial-link robot
field such as safety, research cost, industry needs, and the computational complexity
of models and simulations. Yet within the recent decades many of these previously
insurmountable problems have become more approachable. The great increase in com-
puting power, coupled with changing industry needs and a continuously widening field
of application for robotics has opened up many exciting areas of study. Many of these
robotics research paths have broken away from the typical improvement philosophies
mentioned before, looking to exploit the natural dynamics of a robot design in more cre-
ative ways. The areas of biomechanics and biomimetics are part of this new direction.
It has also led to the consideration of systems which are not fully controllable. These
changes have all been assisted by older fields of study such as nonlinear dynamics and
control, which have been reinvigorated to develop fresh new tools and methods.
Many of these areas of research can be brought under the wide field of underac-
tuated robot systems. If a robot cannot control all aspects of its motion it is called
underactuated. A typical serial-link manipulator that is secured to the ground and has
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actuators at each joint is fully actuated. If one of those joints is passive or in some
respect not directly controllable, then the robot is underactuated. Any robot that travels
independently, such as walkers, rovers, or fliers are also underactuated. This class of
robots has gathered more support in the past over the past 20 years, all seeking to ex-
pand the field. Nonetheless, it is a difficult research area, mostly due the the fact that
standard robot dynamics, those developed for fully actuated robots, are limited in their
contribution to the robust control, path planning, and design analysis of underactuated
robots. This is caused by lack of control inputs which in turn makes the modeling and
nonlinear dynamics even more critical. This new turn in robotics research is an exciting
area where new methods and fresh research can truly make a difference.
1.2 Motivation
Impressive progress has been made in the area of underactuated systems, in the areas
of control, design, and analysis. The main focus for underactuated robot systems in the
last 10 years has been in the areas of motion tracking and control optimization, they are
especially highlighted in the aforementioned book. Research progress has been remark-
able, with very promising results allowing previously uncontrollable robots, which have
passive joints, to be controlled using various techniques such as feedback linearization
and system inversion. The literature review highlights related work, contributing to the
the works motivation and specific objective.
There is, however, a notable research gap in the field relating to repetitive motion
and movement between non-equilibrium points in taskspace. The repetitive motion is
also called cyclic tasks, where a robot moves through a predetermined set of tasks that
repeat themselves. The equilibrium points are natural resting points for underactuated
robots, positions where they can achieve momentary joint velocities and accelerations
of zero. The majority of research in the area of underactuated systems use only one of
two motion goals, motion path tracking or motion between equilibrium points. These
are both important goals, but in order to open up new avenues of research that will




The aim of the research presented here is to investigate the area of underactuated robot
systems and develop new tools, techniques and methods that allow them to move in
repetitive motions(cyclic tasks) without being restricted to the equilibrium points in
taskspace. This research seeks to contribute to the continued development of underac-
tuated systems control, design and analysis such that they can be used in new areas and




In order to better understand where this research fits within the robotics field, a liter-
ature is first presented, outlining related work and the current state of underactuated
robotics. Two small but important subjects, Hamiltonian formalism and the boundary
value problem framework, are then presented to provide a strong foundation for the
theoretical work presented later.
2.1 Literature Review
The study of underactuated robot dynamics has its roots in basic mechanical and dy-
namic analysis; which are themselves based on the derivations of the equations of mo-
tion, via Lagrange or Newton based methods, to describe the dynamic behavior of the
robot. Though the field may have its origins in foundational work developed long ago,
the study of underactuated robot dynamics has only been under serious scrutiny for the
past 15 to 20 years. In that time it has become more widely implemented to provide
analysis tools for use in many different applications and fields of robot design, mod-
ification and control. The field of biomechanical design is one such example and has
brought many natural advantages of biological systems to the field of robotics with the
help of underactuated robot dynamics. The following review highlights notable work in
the area of underactuated robot systems, setting the stage for the new tools and meth-
ods presented in later sections. In this section the term passive dynamics is used to




The area of underactuated robot dynamics was given a great boost by the passive walker,
a mechanical device that is able to walk down an inclined plane without actuators or ac-
tive control. It was first developed by Tad McGeer in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s.
McGeer was able to show the successful implementation of a passive mechanical de-
vice with purely mechanical control [4], proving how stability and control(especially
in cyclic motion), can be achieved with passive dynamic analysis and design. By ex-
ploiting the passive dynamics of the walker, seen in Figure 2.1, he was also able to
demonstrate great energy efficiency due to conservation of momentum, further demon-
strated in additional work on the dynamics and control analysis of bipedal motion [5].
McGeer’s work has been the starting point for numerous research efforts at various
schools, Cornell first developed a copy for initial analysis [6] which led to the devel-
opment of more advanced passive walkers, see [7] and [8] for examples. Most passive
walkers demonstrate high energy efficiency, comparable to that of a human, while other
traditional joint-angle controlled robots, such such as Honda’s Asimo, use at least 10
times the amount of energy to walk as that of a normal human [8].
Figure 2.1: McGeer’s passive walker [4](left) with Cornell copies [6](center, right)
The modeling and dynamics simulation of underactuated robots has long been in
development, work from Cetinkunt and Book [9] provides a strong introduction into
the general methods used when modeling and working with compliant links and joints.
Other early work includes the investigation of passivity and its use in manipulator seen
in Davis and Books’ work [10] on the torque control actuated passive mechanism. This
work was one of the first to examine how a robot could manipulate an input motion,
directing it along a desired trajectory through passive guidance. In a related study in the
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use of passive mechanism manipulation, Beigzadeh et al.[11] lay out the foundations of
using in depth dynamics analysis to predict the behavior of an uncontrolled mechanism.
One of the most basic systems that take advantage of a mechanisms dynamics for
control purposes include the fly-ball governor, a control mechanism based on passive
rotational dynamics, and the autobalancer, a passive mechanism capable of balancing
rotating machinery. The fly-ball governor uses the rigid body dynamics of rotating
mechanical linkages to create a basic mechanical control system. The concept of the
autobalancer uses free moving masses held in a viscus fluid, constrained within a plane
perpendicular to the axis of rotation, which at a high enough rotational speed naturally
move to balance the rotating mass, thus also reducing vibration. A study of autobal-
ancers by Adolfsson[12] uses a typical dynamics modeling effort, along with a study
of the parameters of the system(mass, dimensions). These pieces were used to build
a stability analysis method based on a linearized version of the dynamic model. Re-
lated work in the area of using inertia for stability is seen in the work of Gosselin et
al. [13], where the creation of a programmable inertia generator is presented. Possible
applications include use in the controlled modification of an underactuated robot’s link
inertia.
When looking at underactuated robotics as a whole it is important to keep Seifried’s
book [14] on the subject close at hand. It examines the dynamics of underactuated
multibody systems, with the widest and most comprehensive view yet seen, presenting
numerous dynamics analysis tools, control strategies, as well as design optimization
methods.
2.1.2 Stiffness and Compliance
An important section of study found under the field of underactuated robotics is called
passive compliance and specializes in the analysis of robot’s compliance and stiffness.
It normally involves the deflection of the linkages, when forces are applied at the robot
end-effector, as studied by Ang et al.[15]. This work is based on analyzing the end-
effector compliance, and generating a compliance matrix. The example seen in Fig-
ure 2.2 is for a serial link robot based on the compliance of its limbs (in robots with
non-backdrivable actuators). These techniques can aid in either designing or directing
passive behavior of the end-effector. Andeen and Kobluh’s work [16] on the design of
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compliance in robots is one of the foundational pieces in the area. This type of work
can ensure that a robot’s tool does not jam during a grinding task or confirm whether a
robot will be able maintain its precision throughout a set task.Another example of the
usefulness of compliance is seen in a constant-force mechanisms demonstrated in Na-
har and Sugar’s work [17]. The device uses a double-slider mechanism with integrated
springs in conjunction with an active controller to maintain a constant and stable force
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Figure 2.2: Compliance matrix [15], relates force/moment to deflection/rotation
A closely comparable analysis technique of the actuator compliance, known gen-
erally as enhanced stiffness analysis, contains a special tool called the Conservative
Congruence Transformation, created by Chen and Kao[18]. This work contributes an
accurate mapping method for relating the stiffness matrices in joint space to those in
Cartesian space. Allowing for work done in the task space to be directly translated to
work done by the joints. Work on the modeling, identification and characterization of
a robot manipulator within the enhanced stiffness methods is presented by Alici and
Shirinzad [19], adding substantially to the enhanced stiffness toolset.
Notable work by Pashkevich et al.[20] presents in-depth research on how to inte-
grate passive joints into the enhanced stiffness methodology for both serial and parallel
robots. This paper creates a systematic method for stiffness modeling that is expanded
to include the use of passive joints and the analysis of possible linkage failure. Hence it
is clear that the analysis methods used in examining a robot’s stiffness and compliance
links directly with dynamic modeling, robot design, energy savings, and overall control
of underactuated robots.
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2.1.3 Analysis and Design
The development of useful analysis and design methods is critical to the continued re-
search in underactuated robotics. Contributing to this aim, work by Bergman et al.[21]
enables the dynamic coupling between active and passive joints to be analyzed and de-
fined as a parameter of the robot’s behavior. The tool “relates the accelerations of the
active joints to the accelerations of the passive ones” thus allowing for a greater under-
standing of the coupling between joints in an underactuated robot. This work is part
of his larger contribution to underactuated robot dynamics and control [22] providing
insight into optimal control and high-level motion planning for underactuated manipu-
lators. Another closely related work, by Kumar et al. [23], uses a similar approach for
the design optimization of serial link manipulators. By using a global performance met-
ric that allows the joint angles and link lengths to be evaluated, maximizing a chosen
characteristic, such as manipulator dexterity, or reachable workspace.
The ability to evaluate an underactuated robot is critical to further research in the
field and the controllability analysis of Chen et al. [24] is geared especially towards
analysis of the controllability of underactuated robots. This work includes underactu-
ated joints as well as flexible links, using a vibration controllability index to compare
the usefulness of 2 and 3DOF setups. A recent article by Kemper et al.[25], also con-
tributes to this type of analysis in its investigation of the optimal passive dynamics of
an actuator setup with parallel damping and elastic properties. The technique is able to
find the actuator’s bandwidth limits as the system variables such as damping coefficient,
spring constant, and motor inertia were varied . This study is of great interest due to the
modeling and frequency analysis performed for the purpose of exploring the systems
natural dynamics and how they related to the actuators performance boundaries.
A common method for optimizing the control, design, and motion of an underac-
tuted system, and thus exploiting its natural dynamics, is through a cost function or a
performance index. A recent paper by Nakanishi et al.[26] presents a stiffness and tem-
poral optimization method for underactuated periodic movements. The cost function
optimization technique is used with an Iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian algorithm,
first seen in [27], to find the optimal control laws that take into account both energy and
time. A demonstration of the optimization process is seen in Figure 2.3, showing a two
link robot swinging from point to point under minimal actuation. The article was even
9
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Figure 2.3: Nakanishi’s et al. locomotion pendulum optimization, [26]
The use and investigation into underactuated mechanisms has generated numerous
different passive-compliant actuator designs, with many still in development. Thank-
fully a thorough comparison of the most common setups is presented by Vanderborght
et al.[28]. A few of the actuator layouts are seen in Figure 2.4. A strong foundation of
comparative efficiencies, stiffness capabilities, and in-built frequency characteristics is
built up through this research. Related work by Kong et al. [29] presents a compact ro-
tary series actuator, in design, construction and control. The actuator has an integrated
torsional spring and by using a computed torque PID control method the actuator was
able to assist a human during both the swing and the stance phases. Further use of
the passive-compliant actuator is seen in a larger anthropomorphic robot in work by
Potkonjak et al. [30]. Used in this work to ensure inherent safe human interaction by
design instead of just by control.
Figure 2.4: Various passive-compliant actuators from [28]
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Work by Kieffer[31] presents a powerful method for motion and kinematics analy-
sis, based around a serial link robot’s singularities. By using the parameters of motion
in conjunction with bifurcation techniques, parameterizing the dynamics of the system
around a specific parameter, the limits of a serial link robot’s motion are explored. This
method can lead to better descriptions of not only a robot’s singularities but of its gen-
eral passive dynamic behavior based on variations in particular properties of the robot.
In a strong contribution to the analysis of variable stiffness actuators, Visser et al.
[32] present an extended study, utilizing Bond graph techniques. Further insight is
gained by his use of the port-Hamiltonian system modeling methods, introducing a
load component which is demonstrated in the design and experimental work on a novel
variable stiffness actuator. The field of variable stiffness actuators has produced nu-
merous designs, some are built specifically for safety [33], others meant to enhance
efficiency [34], with some work focused on stable contact motion [35] and force regula-
tion [36]. The research and designs are so widespread that in Catalano et al.’s work [37],
an overall design and evaluation method is presented, allowing all possible physical ar-
rangements, with a set number and type of components, to be compared. Notable work
on a constraint-based equilibrium and stiffness control methodology developed in work
by Howard et al. [38], aimed specifically at the control of variable stiffness actuated.
Though there are many far reaching design and analysis tools for underactuated
robots, there is heavy reliance on cost functions, performance indexes, with very iso-
lated areas of application. The analysis and design methods for passive elements at
the joint level is also limited to specific applications with little or no integration into
the overall robot design or desired task. Yet, the examples still show the benefits in
efficiency, safety, and simplicity in the area of underactuated robotics.
2.1.4 Biomechanic Examples
Biomechanical design has been gaining momentum over the past 15 years, as seen by
the greater interest and research devoted to the field. Most projects endeavor to create
a device or mechanism that mimics or copies a natural mechanism found in nature.
These can vary from the kinematics of animals or plants to the recreation of a nervous
system or biological controller. In implementation, these devices can range from flying
ornithopters, articulated octopus arms, and even using plant fiber mechanics as a basis
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for improved mechanical design.
Most biomechanical systems are underactuated and already display superior ex-
ploitation of the mechanisms passive dynamics. An strong example of this involves an
underactuated wing that is able to use the passive dynamics displayed by the wings of
flying beetles[39]. The project showcases a small passive wing with a single rocking
actuator. The actuator flaps the wing while the passive dynamics in the wing joint al-
lowed it to reverse its pitch angle to facilitate flapping. A relatively early example of
biomorphic robots by Anthony and Simo[40] serves as a strong foundation, focusing
on three principles that are key to any biormorphic robots: first, being able to predict
the consequences of its movement, second, learning at a simplified level, and lastly,
the exploitation of the robot’s dynamics. Nearly all biomorphic robots and mechanism
include some aspect of these early principles.
In connection with the pursuit of reliable legged motion, Hurst et al.[41] constructed
an actuator with mechanically adjustable series compliance, seen in Figure 2.5. This
actuator is able to adjust its passive dynamic behavior depending on the task required,
as seen in both human and animal limbs. In contrast to many other devices that use
antagonistic actuators, this robot adjusts its stiffness via a single actuator. Its main
area of planned application is in humonoid like legged locomotion. A biomimetic leg
Figure 2.5: Adjustably compliant actuator and leg from [41]
using hybrid actuators was created and presented by Garcia et al. [42]. The robotic leg
resembles that of a horse’s hind leg but the most interesting highlight is the use of both
quasi-passive dampers and serial elastic actuators. The capabilities of natural muscle
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are decently mimicked in this research and the leg has a large torque to weight ratio
with in-built compliance.
The connection with passive compliant actuator designs is strong since many actu-
ator type driving mechanism in nature are within the class of tendinous actuators. A
generalized analysis and optimization method is presented by Bicchi and Prattichizzo
in [43]. The investigation of co-contraction and internal forces links closely with the
parallel work on the purely mechanical passive-compliant mechanisms. A compact
robotic realization of the tendon style actuator is seen in the self-contained real-time
tunable spring actuator development by Umedachi and Ishiguro [44]. The experimental
results from the research show promise in its ability to change stiffness and position
independently and while in use.
Another example, which links closely to the adjustable stiffness, is by Migliore et
al. [45]. This work presents experimental results on new joint design that is able to
adjust its position while simultaneously changing the joint stiffness. This is a capabil-
ity often found in biological joints but has not been successfully implemented in the
field of robotics. In an effort to contribute to the expanded use of the variable stiffness,
an important work by Vanderborght et al. [46], relates how soft actuators can be used
to reduce energy consumption by exploiting a system’s natural dynamics. The use of
pneumatic artificial muscles is within a weightlifting pendulum provides a strong ex-
ample of how a biologically inspired antagonistic muscle design can be both useful and
energy efficient.
The use of the natural world even extends to the humanoid form. In Haddadin et.al
[47] the natural dynamic properties that allow humans to move swiftly and sometimes
dangerously are examined. The work gives insight into the capability of storing and
releasing energy to bring a robot’s motion capabilities much closer the that of a human.
The other end of the spectrum, regarding safe and compliant human like robot arms is
seen in work by Khan et al. [48], where compliance and anti-wind of compensation
in built into the controller instead of relying on passive elements. A strong reference
to the area of the biomechanics of human movement is found in Winter’s book on the
subject [49]. The development of biomechanical control has developed even further in
work by Tenore and Etienne-Cummings [50], where the biological methods of control
are investigated. The research discusses work in replicating the neuron base control
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structures, outlining the difficulties and benefits expected during continued research.
Many of the biomechanical examples showcase the energy efficiency benefits of the
repeating task as well as the benefits seen in adjustable stiffness with regards to safety
and motion control. Further development in this will only add to the capabilities of
underactuated robots.
2.1.5 Control Methods
Underactuated robotics control is a critical field, that many of previously discussed anal-
ysis and design methods strive to in some way contribute to, through dynamic modeling
or optimal design. Though the area has a strong base of research in the generalized un-
deractuated system control, it is focused on bringing together optimization techniques,
linearizing methods and the passive dynamics of robotic systems and integrating them
into a robust robot control scheme.
Scherm and Heimann[51] presents a dynamic discrete-time control system on a
horizontal 2 degree-of-freedom(DOF) underactuated robot. The inverse manipulator
dynamics of the robot are used to form a set of nonlinear differential equations that
can be translated into a nonlinear discrete-time control system. This control system was
then used with point to point path planning to demonstrate successful trajectory tracking
for the underactatued robot.
Figure 2.6: Robot with brake [52] (left), Spherical robot [53] (right)
Another 2DOF horizontally planar underactuated robot control example is seen in
work by Aria and Tachi [52]. This robot has a brake installed on the passive joint and by
implementing a two mode control system(brake on and brake off) along with a planning
algorithm, the robot was able to successfully move from one position to another, starting
and ending its task at complete stops. A segment of planned motion is seen in Figure
2.6 and while the control is impressive, the brake bleeds energy from the system leading
to poor efficiency in repeated motion. The work is exanded in [54], with the addition of
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composite path tracking and enhancements to the analysis method, allowing dynamic
singular points of the underactuated robot to be precisely mapped.
An impressive research article by Hart and Niemeyer[2] seeks to create a wave-
variable based controller that can maintain the passive dynamic behavior of a robot dur-
ing interaction tasks. Normal force control schemes change a robot’s passive dynamic
characteristics during operation, this in turn causes difficulty in maintaining stable con-
tact with surfaces. This control scheme allows for disturbance rejection and greater
stability in contact operations, while also eliminating unwanted frictional forces.
The exploitation of a systems natural dynamics is not limited to the design and anal-
ysis of the robot but also extends to the area of control. In work by Flakamp et al. [53],
a method for exploiting the inherent dynamical systems structures is used to solve op-
timal control problems. The research is dense in presentation but the results, simulated
single and double spherical pendulums, seen in Figure 2.6, shows how optimal control
can unlock more efficient motion in underactuated systems.
Another strong example of developed control methods for underactuated robots is
seen in work by Braun et al. [55] where optimal compliant control is developed. Addi-
tional work by the same author [56], describe not only the control method but how it is
able to use the energy flow of the passive elements for greater efficiencies. This work is
especially interesting because of its use of a compliant spring, acting between the actu-
ator and joint. Related work on the parameter identification and swing up control of a
underactuated 2-link robot, done by Akaki et al. [57], demonstrates similar methods in
the the use of energy flow for control purposes.
The use of feedback linearization is possible under some circumstances, as shown
by Sakai and Fujimoto’s work [58]. By limiting the application to nonholonomic port-
hamiltonian controlled systems, and the use of a generalized canonical transforma-
tion, the work is able to demonstrate how output feedback stabilization is guaranteed.
Though the method was shown on a “rolling coin” simulation, the possibility of future
applications has not been investigated. Further work in the area of port-Hamiltonian
control includes a great introductory survey by Van Der Schaft found in [59], other
work by Fujimoto [60] focuses on a generalized path control method, with some addi-
tional work by Sakai with regards to mechanical systems [61]. The port-Hamiltonian
methods interprete the robotic systems using a different framework which does offer
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other methods of control, though its use in control for underactuated systems is still
hampered by the same difficulties of other more commonly used frameworks.
Feedforward Control and System Inversion
Feedforward control is one of the most powerful methods of controlling underactu-
ated robots because it automatically includes the lack of full control. Using predic-
tive(feedforward) control along with reactive(feedback) control is an effective combi-
nation but the necessary feedforward inputs are often challenging to find. The deriva-
tion of such feedforward trajectories involves the robot’s dynamic equations of motion,
built up as a set of ordinary differential equations. These relate the input torque to the
joint positions, velocities, and accelerations(within the typical Lagrangian framework).
These equations can simulate the motion of the robot with the input torque producing
the output motion of the robot in the position, velocity and acceleration trajectories.
The feedforward trajectory derivation can take many forms, with one example seen
in an interesting underactuated winch robot, seen in Figure 2.8, presented in work by
Cunningham and Asada [62]. It uses a bidirectional planning algorithm, first developed
by [63]. The path planning uses a three step lift-swing-land sequence that is used in
the calculation of the feedforward control using numerical methods based on the initial
conditions. Another related work, using the path planning approach to then later derive
the feedforward control trajectories is seen in [64] and is most notable in that it allows
for transitions between non-stationary points to stationary points. Both of these methods
rely on motion planning to construct possible trajectories which can then be run through
the equations of motion to derive the required inputs.
A specific method of determining the feedforward control is based on inverting a
robot’s dynamic equations of motion. Then the desired system behavior can be used











Figure 2.7: A simplified interpretation of the system inversion methodology
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Figure 2.8: Winch robot [62] (left), MIMO example crane [71] (right)
tion. This method of system inversion is especially useful when underactuated robots
possible motion trajectories cannot be planned out or estimated. System inversion is
only possible in a straightforward manner, using closed-form solutions, with linear sys-
tems and applying it to nonlinear systems has led to quite a few linearization techniques
and approximation methods. At this point the methods and techniques involved start
to span from underactauated robotics control into the larger field of stable nonlinear
system inversion. See [65] and [66] as references to this wider perspective.
Though many routes exist in this field, the work of Benosman and Le Vey [67],
which was later expanded by Graichen et al.[68] is of special interest. These au-
thor’s work is able to determines the stable robot system inversion by using a boundary
value problem(BVP) framework where the desired initial and final robot states form the
boundary conditions(BCs) and the BVP solution supplies a proper input torque curve
as well as the reference trajectories.
Benosmand and Le Vey used the method for the control of a one-link flexible arm,
successfully demonstrating the application of the system inversion solution found via
numerical methods. This was later expanded later for application in a multi-link flexible
manipulator [69], though the motion was restricted to points where a robot equilibrium
(complete rest) could be achieved. Interest in this method of system inversion for spe-
cific use in control has even prompted the development of a Matlab toolbox, described
in [70].
Graichen’s work on the use of the BVP stable system inversion has refined it for use
in the generalized underactuated robot systems, though still using the equilibrium points
as the mandatory start/stop points. The current method of using the BVP framework for
system inversion comes with its own difficulties, related to the numerical method of
finding solutions as well as the limited applications, but has been well tested in [72],
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[73] and [74]. The work has been further expanded to including MIMO systems[71],
with an example cart crane setup seen in Figure 2.8.
One of the key limitations of the BVP stable inversion method is that it has only
been developed to move an underactuated robot system from one natural resting point,
or equilibrium point, to another. This is problematic because an underactuated robot
may be required to move to, or between, points in the taskspace that are not equilibrium
positions. This is needed in order to widen the applicability of underactuated robots
as well as implement the benefits of efficiency and safety seen in many of the related
robots in the field.
2.1.6 Overall Trends
The literature review demonstrates the varied use of underactuated robots in many dif-
ferent fields while also revealing the paths leading to the research work presented in this
thesis. The cyclic motion of the passive walker and a few of the biomechanic examples
demonstrate the energy efficiency that underactuated robotics are capable of. The en-
hanced stiffness methods and compliance work highlights the benefits of exploiting a
robot’s natural dynamic responses, even in a fully actuated setup, thus allowing a robot
to do more with less. The biomechanic examples also showcase the benefits of exploit-
ing a systems natural dynamics, enabling less complex robot to complete new types
of tasks. The variable stiffness actuators exhibit how passive elements can be used for
safer, more efficient and more capable actuators. Regarding control, though feedfor-
ward control can be derived in different ways, the BVP stable inversion method is the
most attractive method for controlling underactuated robots. However its area of appli-
cation is still limited, by restricting motion boundary points to natural resting points,
many of the benefits just mentioned, are lost.
The most up to date research work provides tools for working with underactuated
robots but reveal gaps and unexplored areas. The current design and analysis tools al-
low for a baseline examination and improvement of underactuated robots, with regards
to link length, comparison of actuated verses passive joints, and the capabilities of dif-
ferent robot setups using performance and reachability indexes. However, there is a no-
table lack of tools for investigating the usefulness of passive elements, such as springs,
dampers, and motor inertias, within a larger underactuated robot structure as well as
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when seeking to replace an actuated joint with passive joint driven by passive elements.
The control research in underactuated robotics provide multiple methods for motion
tracking and movement between equilibrium points, though there are no established
control methods for cyclic motion between non-equilibrium positions in taskspace.
When all of these factors are considered, the justification for work involving un-
deractuated robotics performing cyclic task is clear. The benefits of cyclic tasks are
evident in numerous underactuated and passive mechanisms, allowing for greater effi-
ciency and enhanced safety. Additional analysis and design tools, aimed at integrating
passive elements into underactuated robots is needed. These new tools will faciilitate
the design and testing of underactauted robots that will require a new control method-
ology, allowing cyclic motion between non-equilibrium points. These robots can then
perform more useful tasks, such as pick-and-place motion. The main contribution of
this thesis is focused on addressing these difficulties by providing the critical analysis,
design and control methods necessary for underactuated robots to perform cyclic tasks.
2.2 Hamiltonian Formalism
When the dynamic behavior of a robotic system needs to be mathematically described
the most common method is to use the Lagrangian framework. The Lagrangian func-
tion(2.1) is defined as the kinetic energy T of the system minus the potential energy
V . The equations of motions are then derived with (2.2), which is equal to zero for a
closed system without energy inputs, or equal to the torque/force input for typical robot
systems.










where i= 1 . . .n and n= # of degrees of freedom in the system and τi is the torque input.
The equations of motion are defined based on a set of generalized variables qi, normally
joint angles for a robot, that expand to include the velocity q˙i and acceleration q¨i. The
equation (2.2) produces n second order equations of motion that through various steps
of manipulation can be divided into well known matrices, the inertia behavior(M), the
centrifugal and Coriolis affects(C), with gravity(G), and damping effects(F) if needed.
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This is known as the joint-space canonical form and can represented as,
M(q)q¨+C(q, q˙)q˙+G(q)+F(q˙) = τ (2.3)
The Hamiltonian formulation is simply a different way of expressing the dynamic
behavior of the system. This form uses two sets of generalized variables, position qi and
momenta pi. These describe the state space of the robot as x = {p1, . . . , pn,q1, . . . ,qn}T
where n = # of degrees of freedom in the system. The Hamiltonian can be a constant
of motion and/or the total energy of the system, though only under specific conditions
as discussed in section 3.3. The most versatile route of finding the Hamiltonian is to











where i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Since H is defined as a function of only qi and pi, the q˙i in the
Legendre transform must be eliminated via substitution using the definition of the gen-
eral momenta, shown in (2.5). The 2n first order equations of motion are then derived
from H with,





2.2.1 Difficulties and Benefits
The downsides of the Hamiltonian are mainly due to its unfamiliarity and obscurity
within the robotics community. Working with a bulky set of first order differential
equations can be nonintuitive, though with the proper canonical transforms nearly any
quantity, variable or aspect of a system is available for direct study and exploitation. Ini-
tial appraisal of the system dynamics can be more difficult compared to the Lagrangian,
where the equations have a known method of organization, but the more balanced ap-
proach in the Hamiltonian system variables can give a wider perspective.
The Hamiltonian formalism is used in the context of a system inversion mainly
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because the equations of motion are first order and can be fit directly into the BVP
framework without the need for any transformations. A special benefit of this form
is related to cyclic coordinates. A cyclic coordinate is a variable that is absent from
the Hamiltonian function(and thus the Lagrangian). This means that any change in the
coordinate does not change the energy level in the system. These special coordinates
are most easily exploited in the Hamiltonian form. For dynamic systems the cyclic
coordinates always correspond to a conserved momentum, within the robot dynamics
this is typically angular momentum. Referring back to the example of the single link
robot, if the base is shifted so that the links motion is planar in the horizontal direction,
the coordinate q1 becomes cyclic(no matter the value of q1, H will not change) and the
first equation of motion becomes p˙1 = τ1. If the example system was closed, with no
input, p1 = α1, where α1 is a constant dependent on the initial energy of the system.
The use of Hamiltonian formalism is most common in classical dynamics where the
application fields range far wider than robotics, see [75] and [76] as strong references.
2.2.2 Use within Scleronomous Constraints
One of the most general ways to classify robotic systems is to separate them into non-
holonomic and holonomic classes. A holonomic system is made up of particles whose
position and motion in 3 dimensional space can explicitly be stated in an equation con-
taining only position variables and time but must not contain time derivatives such as
velocity or acceleration. While nonholonomic systems include any system that is un-
able to conform to the above restriction. An important sub-class of holonomic systems
are those that only contain scleronomous constraints. Within this restriction the position
and motion of the particles can only depend on position and not time. This means that
all the constraints on the system must not contain t explicitly or the derivative of any
of the position variables(velocity or acceleration). This classification includes underac-
tuated robots of the serial or parallel-link variety but excludes wheeled robots and any
with rolling contacts (constraints that depend on velocity). See [77] and [75] for further
discussion of these classes and terms. These systems are of special interest due to their
use in the generalized system inversion restrictions in section 3.3.
Within the generalized Lagrangian form, the kinetic energy of a system with scle-
ronomous constraints, and the potential(V ) is velocity independent, will always reduce
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down to a homogeneous quadratic form in the generalized velocities(2.8), as shown by





with D as a full rank n by n matrix that is only a function of position(qi). The 12 is pulled
out of the D to make further derivation easier. This equation can be brought over to the
Hamiltonian form in the following steps. Start with the definition of the Lagrangian,
L = T −V (2.9)
With T in homogeneous quadratic form and the potential V independent of velocity the





where q˙T = [q˙1 . . . q˙n] and pT = [p1 . . . pn]. With this form the transition of the kinetic











where A= (D−1)T =D−1. The transpose is not necessary since D is always symmetric.
Within the same constraints constraints as initially stated, the Hamiltonian is defined as
the sum of the total energy in the system, kinetic(T) plus potential(V).
H = T +V (2.12)
If the system is closed, the Hamiltonian will be a constant of motion, but for robot
applications in general this is not the case. Now the Hamiltonian can be written in a





where pT = [p1 . . . pn] and both A and V are functions of position only. If derived
from the above Hamiltonian formula, the equations of motion conform to a simplified
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where pT = [p1 . . . pn].
This presentation of q˙ and p˙, under the scleronomous constraints, corresponds to
work in [78] where the Hamiltonian formalism is used to create a state-space repre-
sentation of the dynamics of robots. Modeling a mechanical system and finding the
dynamic equations of motion is not trivial however, the derivation of the inertia matrix,
denoted as D above, is not covered in this thesis. Many textbook sources, such as [79],
[80], and [81], describe the derivation in detail.
As an example, see the 1-link vertical robot, with a single actuator, in Figure 2.9.







Figure 2.9: Single link robot example affected by gravity
angular momentum. If the link mass is estimated as a point mass lumped at the end of
a slender rod, the Hamiltonian form equations of motion can be described using these
terms.
D = m1gl21 , thus A = D
−1 = 1/m1gl21 (2.16)
q˙1 = Ap (2.17)






+ τ1 =− ∂V∂q j + τ1 = m1gl1 sin(q1)+ τ1 (2.19)
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The partial differential of A w.r.t. q1 is equal to zero since A is not a function of q1,
allowing the simplification. When using the Hamiltonian form on a robotic system, the
input will generally be the force or torque at a joint while the output is the corresponding
general momentum at the same joint. Referring back to (2.6), the input and output
variables should be chosen as
y = p1 u = τ1 (2.20)
This may seem odd but will be justified when the equations of motion are discussed in
relation to the general robot system inversion method in section 3.3.
2.2.3 Relation to Normal Form
Previous work in this area is based on using the BVP framework within a standard set
of input-output coordinates, as highlighted in [68], known as normal form. This form is
commonly used when working with underactuated systems and is best explained within
Isidori’s work on nonlinear control systems [82]. The definition used here is from the
generalized MIMO systems setup. The SISO systems fit within the same scheme and
the wider perspective matches up with the Hamiltonian form easily.
The main aim of this type of system setup is to restrict the input or inputs to a first
order equation form while creating a chain of integrators that connect the output to the
input. The relative degree, r is used in the definition and is equal to the number of times
the output y(t) must be differentiated at time t = t◦ such that the input u appears in the
equation. Though a system may be nonlinear the definition may still hold for all time
t◦, a quick examination of the dynamic equations of motion reveals whether the relative
degree will change depending on the state of the system variables.
When working on systems in the Hamiltonian form, either SISO or MIMO, with
only scleronomous constraints and position dependent potentials, the relative degree
will always be r = 1 as long as the selected input and output pair/s are torque (τi)
and momenta (pi) respectively. This is easily proved by examining the equations of
motion in the Hamiltonian form, particularly (2.15) and finding that the input torque
is an independent component of the equation equal to the first time derivative of the
related general momenta output. Due to the straightforward formulation it does not
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matter which joint/s of the robot is actuated, the layout will still satisfy the normal form
requirements.
The normal form, trimmed down for application in underactuated systems where
r = 1, is described in the following setup,
y j =ξ j (2.21)
ξ˙ j =b j(ξ ,η)+u j (2.22)
η˙ =c(ξ ,η) (2.23)
where j = actuated degree/s of freedom
Where yi is the ouput, ξ represents the output side of each input/output pair, while η
is the internal dynamics and u is the input. The function b j is typically a nonlinear
equation. The Lagrangian formalism always requires a special transformation, via a
diffeomorphism, that reworks the differential equations into the input/output chain and
the separate but related internal dynamics. This is sometimes simple but can become
extremely unpleasant to work with if the robot system is even moderately complex.
The Hamiltonian equations of motion described within the scleronomously con-
strained systems with potentials only dependent on position avoid all of these difficulties
and naturally adhere to the rules of the normal form setup. This is seen by examining
the equations of motion derived under the conditions just mention, seen in the previ-
ous section. As an example, consider a simple 2DOF robotic system described using
the Hamiltonian form with the first joint actuated( j = 1) and the second passive. The
output variable is ξ 1 = p1, as dictated above, and can be described in the normal form
equations seen below,
y1 =ξ 1 = p1 (2.24)
ξ˙ 1 =b1(ξ ,η)+ τ1 (2.25)
η˙ =c(ξ ,η) (2.26)
with η =[p2 q1 q2]T and ξ = [ξ 1] = p1
As a further example, consider a 3DOF robot system, again described using the Hamil-
tonian form with the first and third joints actuated( j = 1,3) and the second passive.
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The output variables are ξ 1 = p1 and ξ 3 = p3 and can be described in the normal form
equations seen below,
y1 =ξ 1 = p1 (2.27)
ξ˙ 1 =b1(ξ ,η)+ τ1 (2.28)
y3 =ξ 3 = p3 (2.29)
ξ˙ 3 =b3(ξ ,η)+ τ3 (2.30)
η˙ =c(ξ ,η) (2.31)
with η =[p2 q1 q2 q3]T
and ξ =[ξ 1 ξ 3]T = [p1 p3]T
The simplicity with which the Hamilton form fits within the normal form adds to its
advantages, making the use of well tested nonlinear control system strategies straight-
forward and further investigation in the area smoother due to the common language and
starting format.
2.3 Boundary Value Problem Framework
The goal of this method is to find the input torque required for a robot to move between
non-equilibrium points. For an underactuated robot performing a repetitive task, only
the initial and final states of a task segment are critical. This leads to the BVP frame-
work, which is a numerical method that finds solutions to a set of ordinary differential
equations(ODE) satisfying a collection of BCs. The system output is an ansatz, a func-
tion that serves as an educated guess, described by a set of free parameters which will
be determined by the solver.
The first order dynamic equations of motion can be represented in the Hamiltonian
form as,
p˙i = fs(p1, . . . , pn,q1, . . . ,qn)+ τi (2.32)
q˙i = ft(p1, . . . , pn,q1, . . . ,qn) (2.33)
where τ is the input force or torque. The fs and ft indicate the uniqueness of each
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equation. It is important to note that the torque input will only exist in the equation that
corresponds to the actuated joint. Working with an underactuated robot of MIMO type,
the input/s(u) and output/s(y) vectors are
y = [p j]T (2.34)
u = [τ j]T (2.35)
with j = actuated degree/s of freedom.
The problem at hand focuses on the movement between two non-equilibrium(or
momentary-stop) setpoint. For any given task, moving from an initial point to a second
point at times t = 0 and t = T (these are the task bounds), the BCs based on the state
variables can be written as
x(0) = x0 x(T ) = xT (2.36)
where x = {p1, . . . , pn,q1, . . . ,qn}T using the Hamiltonian form. With these basic BCs
the stable system inversion is reformulated as a two-point BVP.
Theoretical work on the boundary value problem framework by Keller [83] states
that in general there exists some equation representing the output y with 2n free parame-
ters (where n= # of degrees of freedom in the system) that satisfies (2.36). Each output
will be approximated by a polynomial, known as the ansatz. An extra free parameter
is added for each output polynomial, to ensure that the constant eliminated during dif-
ferentiation (a0) is controlled. Thus (2n+ r) free parameters are needed where r = # of
actuated joints, the same as the # of output polynomials in (2.34). The output ansatz is













Where (n1 + n2 + . . .nr) = 2n. Note that a polynomial of order 2n has (2n+ 1) free
parameters. If additional BCs are needed, beyond the initial ones seen in (2.36), the
output equation vector must include an additional free parameter for each new BC.
If a robot has 2 actuated joints(1st and 2nd) and 1 passive(3rd), n = 3, j = (1,2),
and r = 2, there must be 2 corresponding output signals, y = [p1 p2]T and u = [τ1 τ2]T
and the ansatz is a vector of 2 polynomials whose total order is equal to 6.
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2.4 Cyclic Tasks
The methods presented in this work are focused mainly on robots performing cyclic
tasks, thus a precise definition will be helpful to future discussion. A cyclic task is a
repeated motion that a robot undergoes in taskspace. It is most typically motion be-
tween two desired positions in taskspace but can include more positions, as long as the
entire sequence of positions and motions are repeated. Within the work based joint re-
placement method and the generalized underactuated robot system inversion method,
the initial and final positions of the robot must be momentary stops where the velocity
reach zero but not the acceleration. This type of motion is best used in cyclic tasks
and this is the main area of intended application. The underactuated robot investigation
tool is used at the joint level, and does not restrict the robot motion. Motion between
resting points, especially within underactuated robotics has been well covered by other
researchers, as seen in the literature review, but underactuated robot cyclic motion be-
tween non-equilibrium points, which are momentary stops, has not been addressed by
any current or past research.
2.5 Summary
The first chapter has introduced the area of underactuated robotics research, presenting
the background, motivation and objectives. The drive behind the work was then ex-
panded in the second chapter with the literature review, revealing the benefits of work-
ing with underactuated robot as well as the research gaps that prompted an interest in
using the BVP stable inversion control on cyclic tasks. Additional background work on
the use of the Hamiltonian formalism, with detail in its use with underactuated robots
under specific conditions, is utilized in the generalized robot system inversion method
in section 3.3.
The remaining chapters discuss the research work, starting with the theoretical de-
velopments, describing the underactuated system investigation tool, the work based
joint replacement method and the generalized underactuated robot system inversion
method, with examples to help demonstrate the details of each new method. The experi-
mental work then presents the hands-on testing of the main contribution, the generalized
underactuated robot system inversion method. The results of the experimental work as
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well as the impact of the other two developed methods are discussed followed by a




The theoretical work covers three main sections, the underactuated robot investigation
tool, the work based joint replacement method, and the generalized robot system in-
version method. The first two sections contribute to the design and analysis of un-
deractauted robots, helping to integrate passive elements into underactuated robots and
examine how their properties affect the overall robot dynamics. The last section is the
main contribution of this work and provides a new control methodology for controlling
a wide class of underactuated robots performing cyclic tasks.
3.1 Underactuated Robot Investigation Tool
Even with a wide array of work and research already completed by engineers and sci-
entists throughout the world, there is still a lack of foundational underactuated dynamic
analysis tools when examining cyclic tasks and motion between non-equilibrium points.
Evaluating the natural dynamics of current underactuated robot systems is difficult and
the methods available are limited and vague. In an effort to help more fully develop the
methods available for natural dynamic analysis of multi-link robots, a new method of
analysis, closely related to work by Kemper et al. [25], is presented.
This tool allows the interconnected dynamic properties of the actuators and link-
ages to be examined. This is done by enabling an engineer to start from any set task,
and work backwards through the robot system to determine how the robot’s properties
and dynamics affect its ability to perform the task as measured by the required actu-
ator torque trajectories. The taskspace motion is unrestricted and the joint properties
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include, spring stiffness, damping, and motor inertia. It is demonstrated on a serial link
manipulator, but can also be applied to any parallel link robot with rotational joints.
3.1.1 Theory
A robotic system can be decomposed into two connected yet distinct models. The first
model is of the actuator, the driver of the system, while the second is the overall robot
model, defining how the linkages interact. Using these two models, the method creates
a process that starts with a set task for the robot and works through the dynamics of the
robot, then into the dynamics of the actuators, in order to determine how the physical
properties and behaviors of the two models effect the required torque and behavior of
the actuators.
The actuator used here utilizes the behavior of both a serial elastic actuator (SEA)
and a serial elastic damper (SDA) by implementing a damper and spring in parallel.
This sub-model is purely rotational and can be seen in Figure 3.1. The SEA concept,
developed first at MIT[84], uses an elastic element between the actuator and the output
to allow for compliant interaction, providing better stability during contact tasks and
the possibility for energy storage during repetitive movements. The SDA, initially de-
veloped by Chew et al.[85], is setup with a viscous damper connecting the actuator to
the output. This mechanism has been shown to increase the control bandwidth, widen
the force fidelity, and improve the impact absorption of the system. The SDA and SEA
are still being refined in continued research, such as [29], [86] and [87], but their use







Figure 3.1: Hybrid SDA-SEA rotational actuator model
Working with the rotational model, the equations of motion are derived from the
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properties of the damper, spring and the parallel setup of the components:
τk = k[θm−θL] (3.1)
τB = B[θ˙m− θ˙L] (3.2)
Leads to:
Imθ¨m = τm− τB− τk (3.3)
τL = τB+ τk (3.4)
These equations are used to find the required actuation torque τm, when a certain load
torque τL and speed θL are known. Though the equations assume linearized damping
and stiffness relationships, as well as no friction, the models still allow meaningful
analysis of the underactuated dynamics.
In previous work on this hybrid actuator model, Kemper et al.[25] transformed the
time domain equations into the frequency domain via the Laplace transform for a band-
width limitation investigation. For this analysis method the equations are instead kept
in the time domain so a more diverse set of manipulator tasks, such as motion and force
application, can be examined. The time domain is also the easiest area to directly relate
any theoretical results to real world applications.
In order to determine the required actuation torque combine (3.3) and (3.4) to yield
an interesting equation:
τm = Imθ¨m+ τL (3.5)
The actuation torque τm is the desired value, but in order to find it, θ¨m must be found in
terms of the load torque, τL and speed θL. This can be done by first forming a first order








where, θp = (θm−θL), θ˙p = (θ˙m− θ˙L)












This is helpful, but what is needed is θ¨m, so (3.7) must be differentiated twice w.r.t., the
first differentiation produces,


























A few initial statements can be made about Equations (3.5) and (3.9), describing how
the analysis method will develop.
• In order to find τm in (3.5), both θ¨m and τL must be known or calculated
• (3.6) is a first order differential equation
• A closed form solution for τm requires a closed form solution to (3.9)
• Closed form solutions to (3.9) only exist if
– τL(t) and τ˙L(t) are known explicitly
– And τL(t) is integrable as a product of e
k
B t
• Otherwise τL(t) must be estimated, using a polynomial fit or numerical methods
– Fit a polynomial to the τL(t) curve, or




B tdt and τ˙L find θ¨m
These equations are in line with the behavioral characteristics of the SDA and SEA
and though complex, will serve to help better analyze the underactuated dynamics of a
multi-link robot. The complications arising from Equation (3.9) will be fully discussed
in the simulation presentation.
The overall robot dynamics model, is represented by the standard Lagrangian de-
rived Rigid Body Dynamics(RBD) equation seen below,
M(q)q¨+C(q, q˙)q˙+G(q)+ τ f = τL (3.10)
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Where the M(inertia), C(Coriolis, centrifugal) and G(gravity) matrices describe the dy-
namic behavior of the robot, the τ f is the torque resulting from a force application at
the end-effector and τL is the torque load at the actuator. The underactuated dynamic
analysis works in general by calculating torque demand from (3.10) for a desired mo-
tion or force application task. Then the torque demand is used with the actuator torque
equation (3.5) to determine the required torque curves, τm, from the actuator.
These dynamic models will be used together to simulate two examples: the first
investigates the robot’s behavior in a fixed position during a sinusoidal force application
task while the second demonstrates the behavior of the robot during a motion task.
In each simulation a sample of the results are highlighted and the usefulness of the
underactuated dynamic analysis discussed.
3.1.2 Analaysis Tool Method
To fulfill the goal of inspecting the underactuated dynamic properties of a robot, the
torque requirements of the actuator are needed from (3.5), this leads to two possible
paths, the closed-form solution and an estimate solution (polynomial fit or numerical
estimate). The complexity of the required torque load, τL will determine which path
can be taken. The process for using the actuator model in conjunction with the robot
model is outlined below:
1. Derive the robot’s Rigid Body Dynamics model and determine the desired task
2. Model the torque demand trajectories τL during task from RBD equations
• For complex tasks
– Numerically approximate the integral and differential of τL or
– Fit a polynomial to τL, symbolically deriving the integral/differential
• For simple tasks use τL directly
3. Calculate the actuator acceleration θ¨m and torque load τL
4. Input both into the actuator equation (3.5) to find the actuator torque
For complex tasks an initial method recommended fitting a polynomial to the calculated
load torque τL, such that the integration could be done symbolically on the polynomial,
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as seen in the EAS conference paper noted in appendix A. This is a valid method
but an improved technique, using a numerical estimate, can also be used. The method
examples compare the new technique with the old. Using a different equation for fitting,
other than a polynomial, is possible and will yield the same results since the torque
trajectory differential and integral are needed in order to determine actuator torque.
This method is applicable to any serial or parallel link robot with rotational joints
and does not restrict the desired motion in taskspace. The wide area of application
is possible due to the use of the generic RBD’s model along with the numerical ap-
proximation or fitting for the load torque trajectories, thus limiting the effect of the
complexities of the RBD’s. Using a two level approach, the joint level and the overall
robot level, for the dynamics calculations allows each to be changed without affecting
the calculation method or difficulty of the other.












Figure 3.2: The 2 DOF actuator-spring planar robot
The overall dynamic model used in the simulations, seen in Figure 3.2, is a planar
2 degree-of-freedom robot with hybrid actuators at each joint. These are the same
actuators from the previous section and seen in Figure 3.1. The rigid body dynamics
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Figure 3.3: The motion task(left), and sinusoidal force application (right)
The properties of the robot are displayed in Table 3.1. The derivation of the RBD
equations not trivial but is well covered in other references, see [79] page 98 for a
thorough example. Each branch of the method will be demonstrated in simulation. The
first task, a fixed position force application test, will use a simple torque demand model
while the second task, moving the robot through a desired motion, uses the numerical
estimation path. For both simulations the base robot will have the physical properties
as seen in Table 3.1, unless otherwise specified. The two tasks are seen in Figure 3.3
and will be discussed in more detail in each example.
Table 3.1: Base robot physical properties
Robot Actuator
Variable Value Variable Value
L1 0.5 m B1 1.0 (Nms)/(rad)
L2 0.5 m B1 0.5 Nm/rad
m1 2 kg k1 2.0 Nm/rad
m2 2 kg k2 1.0 Nm/rad
Im1 0.001 kg ·m2
Im2 0.001 kg ·m2
First Simulation
The first simulation uses the method as a tool for testing the frequency bandwidth of the
robot during a force application task. Physically available bandwidth is an important
measure of a robots natural dynamics, especially in the area of force control. In order to
generate the demand torque necessary for force application at the robot’s end-effector
the transpose Jacobian method seen below will be used with a sinusoidal force appli-
cation. The force application can be in any direction, from the base coordinates, by
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τ f = JT F (3.13)















sin(ωt) = Atsin(ωt) (3.15)
The end-effector is assumed to be secured to the workpiece such that it can exert
positive and negative force. The second contributing torque will come from the RBD.
If the joint angles q¨= q˙= 0 during the task, then the only contributing factor to account
for is gravity.
Combining (3.13) and the gravity effects from (3.11), the following torque load
equation for each joint is found:
τL = τ f +G(q) (3.16)
τL = Asin(ωt)+G (3.17)
where, A and G are 2x1 vectors
Though (3.17) is based off of the input form of (3.12), At and Gt are constants, due
to the immobility of the robot, defined from (3.16). The derivation of (3.5) can now
proceed, using (3.17) in (3.9) the following motor acceleration equation was formed
from the following subcomponents,:
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Figure 3.4: Force application actuation torques








These pieces can be plugged into (3.9), note that θ¨L = 0 since the robot is not moving,

















Now the task specific variables (K, B, Im, A, G, ω) can be substituted in, the robot
specific variables,(L1,L2, m1,m2) are captured in the At and Gt variables in (3.17). The
actuatl force application position, seen in Figure 3.3, has the robot with its joint angles
at q1 = q2 = pi/4 applying a force of 1 Newton with an angular frequency ω = 4 rads ,
pointed at an angle of pi/4 radians from the base frame x-axis.
The graphs in Figure 3.4 demonstrates the actuator torque curves from the de-
manded force application task. Different behavior can be seen in each actuator, the
first joint has a stronger spring and so the actuator must still lead the oscillation pattern
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but the magnitude is less due to the energy storage and release in the spring. The sec-
ond joint under-damped, this makes it more difficult for the actuator to transmit torque,
forcing it to lead the oscillation pattern even more. In general, the necessary actuator
force will decrease for the task as the stiffness constant K of the actuators is increased,
the bandwidth for the overall task will increase as the damping constant B is increased.
Other parameters could be changed and the ability to use a closed form solution allows
changes to the model to be made quickly. The tool allows each of these parameters,
in the actuator and in the overall robot model to be studied, enabling the bandwidth
limitations to be mapped out in relation to the changing dynamic properties.
Second Simulation
The second simulation demonstrates the method in use with a motion task. The torque
demand during a motion task is too complex to be able to use directly with (3.9), there
are no closed-form solution to the integral or derivatives of the torque demand generated
by a second order dynamic equation. There are two routes for estimating the the integral
or differential (w.r.t. time) of the load torque: it can be approximated using a close fitting
polynomial, then any integrals or differentiated can be found symbolically, or they can
be numerically approximated.
The basics of the polynomial fit are best shown in a simplified example, consider a
polynomial of the second order.
τLE = a0+a1t+a2t
2 (3.21)
The desired joint trajectories (θL, θ˙L, θ¨L), are used to compute the torque trajectories, to
which the polynomial (3.21) is fitted to, the Matlab function polyfit is recommended as
a reliable fitting algorithm. This torque demand polynomial can then be used in (3.9),





B tdt, found in any standard calculus or engineering mathematics book
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For higher order polynomials, the actuator torque equation becomes long and cumber-
some but is easily handled by a symbolic math toolbox.
For the second simulation the motion task is complex but can be simulated using
the equations of motion (3.11) using quintic joint paths to ensure the initial and final
velocities and accelerations are zero. A polynomial of the 8th order is sufficient to
capture the necessary details of the desired torque curves, as simulated from the motion
paths.
τL = a0+a1t+a2t2 · · ·+a7t7+a8t8 (3.26)
The derivation of (3.5) via (3.9), based on the polynomial as the torque demand curve






















B tdt are symbolically derived
The polynomial fitting method makes the integration and differentiation relatively sim-
ple, but the the accuracy is heavily dependent on the accuracy of the initial fit.
The alternate, and more recommended, numerical method, works directly with the
torque load trajectory, only using numerical estimates when finding the integral or dif-
ferential. In order to minimize the errors from numerically estimation, the motor accel-
eration will be found in the shortest route possible using (3.9). Otherwise the process
is much the same as the polynomial route, start by determining the load torque required
by the task by using the quintic joint paths mentioned earlier. The numerical estimates
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Figure 3.5: Motion task torque and positions: Base Robot
of the integral Ni, and the differential Nd , as denoted below, can be calculated for each















The initial and final points of the estimates can be found using simple extrapolation.
The numerical estimation is run at a time steps of 0.001 seconds. Once the motor












The results for a few different robot parameter setups are seen in Figures 3.5. Both the
position and torque trajectories are used to help show the wind up that occurs and the
motor requirements due to the passive elements.
The motion task simulation tracks the movement of the two-link robot in joint space
using numerical estimation of (3.28) to form the demand torque, and from that the
actuator torque (3.29).The benefits of the high damping are seen in joint 1 while the
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Figure 3.6: Comparing polynomial and numerical estimates













Figure 3.7: Example of joint angle error build up near end of task
more dominant spring in joint 2 requires faster compensation. A quick comparison with
the polynomial method highlights the advantage of the numerical estimate, seen clearly
when examining the initial and final torque curve approximations in Figure 3.6. The
numerical estimate is much more accurate at the task bounds, the polynomial method
tends to become increasingly inaccurate near the bounds due to the unbounded nature of
the polynomials. In Figure 3.7 a small section of the angle curves during the tail end of
a task is examined. This error is generated during a task where the angle continuously
increases from start to finish, hence the visible amount of error between the polynomial
method and the numerical approximation.
The torque demanded from the actuator during a set task can be calculated with the
input of the damping, stiffness and inertial characteristics of the actuators along with the
overall dynamics of the robot. This analysis allows engineers to minimize the actuator
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torque while maximizing the benefits of the naturals characteristics as the task demands.
The closed-form solution enables quick and simple analysis of force application tasks
while the numerical approximation method is able to handle extremely complex curves
with ease and accuracy. This tool is especially useful for cyclic tasks where energy can
be stored in the elastic elements of the actuators.
Another practical use of the method involves the analysis of the joint load torque,
in order to alter the robots characteristics for safety. If the robot impacts an obstacle,
initial shock is caused by the link inertia and the torque felt at the joint, denoted as
τL in this work. By allowing the elastic properties of the actuator to carry the robot
through a portion of its task, it is possible to ensure that if an impact did occur it would
cause minimal damage to both the environment and the robot. In this way the inherent
passivity of the hybrid joint can be exploited fully.
3.2 Work Based Joint Replacement Method
One of the most notable difficulties present when designing or working with under-
actuated robots is the lack of analysis tools related to the placement and design of
passive joints. If an engineer has a repetitive task for which an underactuated robot
would be suitable, the initial design and analysis is still largely guesswork. This sec-
tion presents a general framework for replacing an actuated joint with a spring driven
passive joint based on a work-comparison analysis. The main area of focus is on serial-
link robots with revolute joints which are performing cyclic tasks between momentary
stops, though the method can be expanded to parallel link robots without any major
alterations.
3.2.1 Theory
The overall hypothesis for this method is that an actuated joint can be replaced by a
spring-driven joint that is able to do the same amount of work when moving through
the same task. Work is defined, for systems of constant mass in a rotational framework,





Where τ is the torque input at the joint. This can be thought of with regards to an





τ dθ = w3−w1 (3.31)
where w3 and w1 represent the work levels derived from the indefinite integral from
(3.30). For cyclic tasks between momentary stops each motion segment moves through
a predictable path, first performing positive work to start the linkage moving, then doing
negative work to stop the linkage at the desire time and position. This same path can be
seen in the motion of a torsional spring driven passive joint. If the point at which the
work input switches from positive to negative is set as time 2, the work segment can be
split into two areas of expected behavior. The overall work performed will be the sum
of the two,






τ dθ = (w2−w1)+(w3−w2) (3.32)
where w12 is positive work segment and w23 is negative work segment.
Since the desired task forces the joint to perform positive work then negative work,
there is a single maximum along the work path. Perhaps call this a local maximum, at
this maximum point the work level will be w2 = wmax. Since a spring-driven joint can
only output energy that was stored in it, wmax = w2 = 0 must be true. This is extremely
helpful for the work comparison as it changes (3.32) to the following form,
w13s = w12s+w23s = (0−w1s)+(w3s−0) =−w1s+w3 (3.33)
Where the sub s indicates the work levels of the spring-driven joint. So with w2s = 0
the positive work segment w12 =−w1s and the negative work segment w23 = w3s.
The same setup can be created for the actuated joint by shifting the work values,
creating an equation exactly like (3.33) (except with sub a’s instead of s) such that
w2a = 0, where the sub a indicates the shifted actuator, and the actuator work levels
are w1a and w3a, without affecting the overall work measurements w12a, w23a, and w13a.
Thus if w1a = w1s and w3a = w3s it indicates that the work levels w12, w23, and w13 of
the actuated joint and the spring-driven joint are equal.
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When considering the comparison between a spring-driven joint and an actuated
joint, the position trajectories used in the work calculation should be identical, and for
this method will be cubic polynomials, such that Pc represents the cubic polynomial
between Pi and Pf , ensuring the most straightforward motion between the momentary
stops of the cyclic task. A problem statement can now be formulated, outlining the main
of the method,
Problem Statement: If an actuated joint must perform work over a set time, along
the position trajectory Pc, measured in the positive work w1a and negative work w3a
with a maximum work level set at wmax = 0, then a spring-driven joint able to perform
the same positive and negative work such that w1s = w1s and w3s = w3s, over the same
amount of time and along the same position trajectory Pc, will be the best candidate for
replacing the actuated joint.
The method proposed here solves the problem by providing a method of matching
the work capabilities of a spring-driven joint, with regards to w12, w23, and w13, to those
of an actuated joint that is performing a desired task. By providing a realistic torsional
model along with a direct work measurement equation for a spring-driven joint, both
seen in the next section, the method facilitates a parameter search such that the problem
statement above can be pursued.
The restrictions of application are based on the type and sequence of work per-
formed during the segments of the cyclic task, positive first then negative. This fits well
for most applications but there are some instances where an actuated joint is required to
do negative work then positive, a local minimum path. A torsional-joint spring cannot
be substituted in these instances. The local maximum path is seen in both joints in the
example in this section, 3.2.3, while a local minimum work path is seen in joint 3 of the
MIMO example seen in section 3.6
3.2.2 Joint Analysis Procedure
An analysis tool was created in order to facilitate the use of passive elements in under-
actuated robots. The joint analysis procedure works on a few assumptions. First, the
basic physical parameters of the robot, such as link lengths and inertial properties, are
not altered. Second, the robot is able to reach any of the desired setpoints in task space
used by the designing engineer. Third, the actuated joint will be replaced by a torsion
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spring driven joint with the parameters of spring stiffness k, spring offset θ f , and spring
preload θp . The procedure is laid out below,
1. Outline the desired cyclic task
• Repetitive motion between two or more momentary-stops, define task time
2. Break the task down into segments of motion between two momentary-stops
3. Compute the cubic paths in jointspace for desired motion of the robot
4. Calculate the robot the joint torque curves from the dynamic equations
• With the cubic position, and subsequent velocity and acceleration paths
5. Propose a joint to replace and compute required torque
6. Compute the possible w1 and w3 work levels of the torsion spring joint
• Survey the possible w1 and w3 work values using available parameters
• Create the work level error matrices E1 = (w1a−w1s) and E3 = (w3a−w3s)
– 3 dimensional matrices based on, stiffness, offset, preload variables
• Sum the error matrices and find the parameters with the least total error
7. Repeat steps 4-7 on the next segment of the cyclic task
8. Average the parameters from each task segment for the overall best parameters
The cyclic task has no basic restriction in size but must consist of movement be-
tween momentary stops in taskspace. And though the method depends on an initial
calculation of the robot joint torques, based on the model, in step 4, the dynamics will
not be overwhelming. Even for a 6-DOF robot the calculations are manageable be-
cause the simple cubic polynomial position joint trajectories, along with their derived
velocity and acceleration trajectories, are plugged into the dynamic equations of motion
discretely to reveal the required torque curves. A simulation of the robot’s dynamic
response is not needed.
The work comparison in this method relies on some basic equations, the first is
seen above in (3.30). This equation is used to calculate the require work at each joint
using the torque curves of the robot as generated from the dynamic equations of motion
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along with the cubic path Pc. Since the torque curves are simulated discretely, the work
integral must be found using numerical estimation with a user generated initial work
level, set so that w2 = wmax = 0.
The work of the torsion spring can be a bit more difficult. This method relies on
a torsional spring model that is only dependent on position, the example in the next
section uses a realistic torsional spring model, designed through the course of system
identification on a real robot(discussed in section 4.3.1). The equation describing the
spring torque output is
τs = k(θF −θ)−θp+ 2kθp1+ eZ(θ−θF ) (3.34)
Where the variable Z is normally set at 100 but can be adjusted to alter the abruptness
of torque step near the offset angle. Though complex, the equation describing the tor-
sion spring torque is only dependent on the position θ with the rest of the variables as
constants. Therefore the indefinite integration of this equation, to determine the work
of the spring, can be performed without difficulty with a numerical toolbox, by using

















where C1 is the constant of integration that should be set such that ws = 0 when θ = θ f .
Examination of the base setup reveals that there are three unknowns (spring param-
eters) and effectively only two equations (initial and final work calculations) since there
is no midpoint restriction. An elegant purely mathematical solution was tempting but
due to the arbitrary parameter ranges and increments and the complexity of the spring
work equations a quick work survey resulting in error matrices was chosen instead. This
method approaches the work analysis seeking the best parameter estimate quickly but
in a somewhat obtuse fashion.
Choosing a range of values for each parameter is decided by the user. The ranges
should be kept realistic and reflect the expected or actual capabilities of the torsional
spring joint. For application in cyclic tasks, the spring offset range should always be
between the initial and final joint positions. The preload range should be as large as
is realistically possible. It is best to use large increments initially, for the range of
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parameters, the search can be refined once the initial approximate results are found.
The spring stiffness increments should be directly linked to the actual springs available
for consideration whenever possible.
The range of parameters, called kr, θ rf and θ rf , can now be used to generate the
possible initial and final work values of the torsional spring joint. Compare the pos-
sible values of the spring-driven joint, w1s and w3s, to the desired initial w1a and final
w3a, creating two kr-by-θ rf -by-θ rp error matrices defined with E1 = (w1a −w1s) and
E3 = (w3a−w3s). These matrices can be summed to create an overall error matrix that
describes the overall error of all possible setups for this task segment. Search this matrix
for the parameter set giving the smallest error, this is the best estimate for the torsional
spring parameters for this task segment. For multiple task segments, it is best to average
the parameter sets for the final set. This is to keep one error matrix from dominating an-
other and skewing the overall parameter set. Further details of the method are expressed
in the following example.
3.2.3 Joint Replacement Example
This example is run on the 2-DOF planar robot seen in Figure 3.8 with the model pa-
rameters presented in Table 3.2 and the proposed joint replacement as joint 2. The robot
properties include friction at joint 2, which is described in detail in section 4.3.1 with
(4.8) and (4.9). The friction at joint 1 can be ignored since it does not contribute to the
torque or work used at joint 2. The desired cyclic task is seen in Table 3.3, the same
as is used in the planar experiments outlined in section 4.4 and presented in chapter 5.
Though the angular positions are referred to as θi, the state space term Qi will be used
when discussing desired positions and velocities.The swing start segment is ignored for
the parameter search since it is only run once and not the focus of the cyclic task. The
same task is used to enable better comparison between the actual experimental work
and the results of the joint replacement method. Segments 2 and 3 are used for the
joint replacement analysis. The next step is to create a cubic path for the motion of
segment 2 seen in Figure 3.9. This is the most straightforward way to connect the initial
and final positions with momentary-stops at each.
The model is simulated to derive the torque curves needed to move the robot through












Figure 3.8: Joint replacement candidate planar robot
Table 3.2: Joint replacement model parameters
Link 1 Link 2
Parameter Inertia Mass Length Inertia Mass Length
Variable I1 m1 L1 I2 m2 L2
Value 0.00750 0.297 0.2 0.00357 0.132 0.2
Units kg/m2 kg m kg/m2 kg m
Joint 2 Friction Types Spring Property Intervals
Parameter Coulomb Viscous Break Stiffness Offset Preload
Variable Tc f Tb kr θ rf θ rp
Value 0.00345 0.00297 0.000029 (0.005, 0.1) (−0.1,0.1) (0,1)
Units Nm Nm/(rad/s) Nm Nm/rad radian radian
Table 3.3: Desired cyclic task split into segments












































Figure 3.9: Joint replacement cubic path for segment 2
cubic paths(position, velocity and acceleration), then using them as the inputs to the
canonical Lagrangian RBD equations, with the torque trajectories as the output. Using
these torques along with the position trajectories of the cubic paths with the work equa-
tion (3.30), a numerical approximation of the work at each joint can also be found. The
necessary torques and their respective work curves are seen in Figure 3.10.































Figure 3.10: Calculated torque and work curves of planar robot model
The starting point of the work integral, chosen as zero, is important for the matching
efforts with the torsional spring joint but not accurate when considering the entire cyclic
task. Once the initial work curve is calculated it should be shifted down such that the
maximum just reaches zero. This allows a direct comparison with the work of the
torsional spring joint. The energy loss caused by friction, seen on the right of Figure
3.10, should also be taken into account, using the same cubic path as before. The initial
and final work points to match are found by adding the shifted work from joint 2, and
the friction loss work as is seen in Figure 3.11.
Now the matching process must be described. The torsional spring joint has three
parameters that change the behavior of the spring. The range chosen for the example
can be seen in Table 3.2 and corresponds to the actual range of springs on hand for
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Figure 3.11: Task segment 2 work curves
the experimental robot described in section 4.1.1. The possible initial and final work
values can then be calculated using (3.35) and compared to the desired work values to
form error matrices. The matrices will be 3 dimensional, with row, column, and depth
corresponding to the preload, offset, and spring stiffness parameters with the location
value as the error measurement between the setup work and desired work. Sum the
matrices to form the overall task segment parameter calculation evaluation error matrix.
Then, using a search program, find the set of three parameters that minimizes the overall
error.































Figure 3.12: Task segment 3 work curves
Table 3.4: Torsional spring joint parameter search results
Segment k θ f θp
2 0.027 0.72 0.367
3 0.023 0.53 0.521
Overall 0.025 0.63 0.444
Experimental 0.03 0.02513 0.48
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The best estimate of the parameters found for this example are seen in Table 3.4.
The graph seen in Figures 3.12 shows the work behavior of the spring and indicates
how well it matches the initial and final work levels. A follow-up to this example
is seen in section 3.4 where the best estimate parameters are used in the generalized
system inversion method to find the feedforward trajectories for the underactuated robot
control. The planar experiments are also closely related, the same improved model was
used in both, though the experimental setup is notably different on the spring offset.
Initial Discussion
This joint replacement method is meant to be used in conjunction with the generalized
system inversion methodology that is the main contribution of this work, outlined in
the next section. The use of the cubic path is a starting guide for the method, used
not only in the torque derivation but also for the work estimate of the actuated joint,
though the work capabilities of the torsional spring joint are computed separately from
the cubic path assumption. The key assumption for the use of the work calculations is
that if the work levels are the same, the torsional spring will be able to provide enough
torque throughout the change in position such that the motion is complete in the desired
time frame. The near linear behavior of the torque at the second joint, in Figure 3.10
provides some evidence to support this assumption.
3.3 Generalized Underactuated Robot System
Inversion Method
A critical goal for the control of underactuated robots is to be able to predict their
movement such that feedforward trajectories can be generated. The nonlinearity of
underactuated system has always made this a difficult and sometimes impossible task.
The generalized system inversion method uses the BVP framework to find solutions
to the robot motion. These solutions contain the reference trajectories for the robots
motion as well as the feedforward trajectories, all of which are used to control the
robot.
The following steps outline the generalized underactuated robot system inversion
process where the modeled dynamics of a robot are the starting point and the goal is to
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determine the feedforward and reference trajectories for the desired task segment.
1. Model the dynamics of the robot in the Hamiltonian form, seen in section 2.2
2. Setup a boundary value problem framework
i. Use the robot dynamic model equations as the system equations
ii. Determine the task segement to solve and its related boundary conditions
3. Run the BVP framework through a BVP solver
4. Extract the variable trajectories from the solution for use in control as
i. Reference trajectories
ii. Feedforward control input
Once the area of application and its proof is presented, steps 2 through 4 of the pro-
cedure are outlined in subsequent sections prior to the three examples at the end of
the chapter. Additional details on the Hamilton form and the boundary value problem
framework can be found in sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.
This method is applicable to single-input single-output (SISO) robot systems as well
as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) robot systems moving between momentary
stops. It is best used on robots performing cyclic tasks but is not restricted to only that
type of motion. The next sections discuss in detail the goals of the method and which
robotic systems it can be applied to followed by multiple examples.
3.3.1 Underactuated Robot System Inversion Key Restrictions
A critical goal of this method is to facilitate movement between non-equilibrium points,
making a momentary-stop at each spot in the robot’s taskspace. What are the minimum
requirements to achieve this behavior? For an underactuated robot performing cyclic
motion , the generalized restrictions at the task bounds are:
1. The initial and final position must be controllable.
2. The velocities must be zero at the task bounds.
3. A continuous input is needed
4. A smooth input is needed
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The first restriction ensures that the robot can move between desired setpoints in the
taskspace while the second makes momentary-stops at the non-equilibrium points possi-
ble. The motion between non-equilibrium points in the taskspace adds unpredictability
and possible discontinuities in the control input of the robot. This leads to the third and
fourth restrictions, normally applied at the lowest dynamic level(torque). These form
the preliminary boundary conditions of the BVP for the underactuated system inversion
and are strictly defined as
1a) Positions: q(0) = C1 , q(T ) = C2
2a) Velocities: q˙|0,T = 0
3a) Torque: τ j(0) = C3 , τ j(T ) = C4
4a) Torque slope: τ˙ j(0) = C5 , τ˙ j(T ) = C6
where j =actuated degree/s of freedom. The time notation of (0) and (T) indicate the
initial and final time of the task segment. The constant vectors C1 . . .C6 are chosen
according to the design requirements of the task. The next step is to discuss the widest
possible constraints for a robotic system such that the key restrictions can be applied.
3.3.2 Generalized Underactuated Robot System Requirements
The 4 key restrictions must now be implemented in the BCs of the BVP. The first, 1a),
is fulfilled in the basic BCs (2.36) where the initial and final positions are set. The other
three key restrictions lead to the following dynamic behavior qualifications:
2b) If pi = 0 for all i, then q˙i = 0 for all i
3b) All p˙ j subcomponents are zero/known at task bounds for all j
4b) All p¨ j subcomponents are zero/known at task bounds for all j
If 2b) is fulfilled, then 2a) is also, since p is a state variable and included in the basic
BCs. The subcomponents mentioned above refer to anything derived from the partial
differential in (2.15). Tracing the output equation from (2.37) to (2.34) to the general
momenta (2.32) shows that if 3b) is fulfilled, any restriction on the input torque can
be included via a restriction on the output polynomial parameters. The same reasoning
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holds on 4b), only one level of differentiation deeper. These qualifications lead to the
generalized system restriction,
Proposition 1: If a system contains only scleronomous constraints and its potential
is velocity independent, it will obey all three dynamic behavior qualifications and the
stable system inversion method can be applied.
Scleronomous constraints is a specific class of physical systems where the con-
straints on the motion of the system only depend on position. Refer to section 2.2.2
for a full discussion on this class of systems. This proof of applicability starts with
the typical rigid-body dynamics(inertial, Coriolis, and centrifugal forces). If additional
components such as friction or passive elements are included, further considerations are
needed, this is discussed later in this section.
The derivation continues from the discussion of the Hamiltonian formalism within
the scleronomous constraints. The equation of motion describing the velocity is de-











This equation shows that if all the general momenta are equal to zero, so are all the
velocities. This fulfills 2b) and can be stated strictly as,
Lemma 1: If a system has only scleronomous constraints and a velocity indepen-
dent potential, when p = 0, then q˙ = 0 where q˙T = [q˙1 . . . q˙n] and pT = [p1 . . . pn].
The general momenta of the actuated joint is the starting point for 3b) and 4b). The
change in momenta at the actuated joints is (2.15) and can be rewritten for the actuated
joints in particular as





+ τ j (3.37)
The general momenta is then dependent on three parts, the quadratic inertial portion,
the partial derivative of the potential and the input torque. In order for the BVP to
successfully constrain the initial and final torque, the first two subcomponents must
either be equal to zero or a known(calculatable) value. This prompts a rewrite of the
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above equation.
p˙ j =− f j1− f j2+ τ j (3.38)
Due to 1a) and 2a) along with Lemma 1, the quadratic inertial portion( f j1) will be equal
to zero at the task bounds. The partial differential of the potential( f j2) is calculatable
since it only depends on position. This confirms 3b), showing that,
Lemma 2: If a system has only scleronomous constraints and a velocity indepen-
dent potential, all p˙ j subcomponents are zero/known at task bounds for all j.
The last key restriction, 4b), forces a deeper investigation into the actuated joint
momenta. Differentiating (3.38) w.r.t time gives
p¨ j =− f˙ j1− f˙ j2+ τ˙ j (3.39)
Now it must be shown that the two subcomponents of the above equation, are equal to
zero or known at the task bounds. The first piece can be differentiated using the product






















Since p is confined to zero at the task bounds by 2a), strictly stated in Lemma 1, the
multiplication by p of both pieces in the above equation, forces f˙ j1 equal to zero at the









= f (q)q˙ (3.41)
Showing that f˙i2 is dependent on q˙, such that Lemma 1 forces f˙i2 = 0 at the task bounds.
With the two subcomponents equal to zero at the task bounds 4b) is fulfilled,
Lemma 3: If a system has only scleronomous constraints and a velocity indepen-
dent potential, all p¨ j subcomponents are zero/known at task bounds for all j.
If any additional subcomponent was added to model friction or some other addi-
tional element, it too needs to either be equal to zero or calculatable at the task bounds.
In the case of friction, this was done successfully in the experimental work due to the
multiple stages of testing that yielded an accurate frictional model.
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3.3.3 Implementing the Key Restrictions
Restrictions 1a) and 2a) are implemented in the state space BC’s using (2.36). The
continuity requirements of the cyclic task, seen in key restrictions 3a) and 4a) can be
defined in BVP format as,
u(0) = [τ j0]T u(T ) = [τ jT ]T (3.42)
u˙(0) = [τ˙ j0]T = 0 u˙(T ) = [τ˙ jT ]T = 0 (3.43)
where the brackets indicate they are vectors in a MIMO system setup. using (2.35) to
relate them directly to the Hamilton setup. Following the torque through (2.6) to (2.34)
and (2.37) reveals that
y˙∗ = [p˙ j]T y¨∗ = [p¨ j]T (3.44)
This means that any desired restriction on the input must be placed on the output poly-
nomial free parameters. This is possible due Lemma 2 and 3, with the subcomponents
of p˙ j zero or known, the restrictions in (3.42) are implemented in,
y˙∗(0) = [p˙ j(0)]T =[− f j2(x0)+ τ j0]T (3.45)
y˙∗(T ) = [p˙ j(T )]T =[− f j2(xT )+ τ jT ]T (3.46)
where f j2(x) is the affect of the potentials at the task bounds. Then with the subcompo-
nents of p¨ j equal to zero, the restrictions in (3.43) can be implemented in
y¨∗(0) = [p¨ j(0)]T =[τ˙ j0]T (3.47)
y¨∗(T ) = [p¨ j(T )]T =[τ˙ jT ]T (3.48)
These additional BCs require an adjustment to the output polynomial/s. Each in-
put/output pair will add 4 BCs, hence 4 additional free parameters are needed for each
actuated joint. Instead of requiring an output with (n+ r) free parameters, the output
must now have (n+ 5r) free parameters, where r = # of actuated joints. The output
polynomial vector remains the same as in (2.37) but now (n1+n2+ . . .nr) = (2n+4r).
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3.3.4 Numerical BVP Solver
This system inversion method requires a solver to numerically find the coefficients(free
parameters) of the output polynomial. A convenient and versatile solver with tutorials
(in the help section) is MATLAB’s solver function called bvp4c. Sample code files
have been provided in appendix B. The initial code to call the bvp4c solver is seen in
“BVPStart”. The solver requires three important pieces of information, given in three
separate functions. The equations of motion are described in “ex1ode”, the BCs in
“ex1bc”, and the initial guesses are seen in “ex1init”.
First, the dynamic equations of motion are described as first order differential equa-
tions, provided to the solver in an ODE function (Ordinary Differential Equations). The
output polynomial must be included in the dynamic system of equations. The best route
is twofold, first substitute the derivative of the output polynomial y˙∗ in the place of
the normal p˙ j. Then substitute the output polynomial y∗ into the system of equations
wherever a p j is found. By using both y˙∗ and y∗, every ak variable is present in the
solver.
Second, the BCs, entered in a residual format where the restriction p1(0) = 3 would
be entered as p1(0)−3. These are outlined in a BC function, which gives the BC error,
called the residual, as its output, such that when the residual is zero the solution matches
the desired BCs. The number of BCs, or residuals, that must be specified is equal to the
number of free parameters(2n+ 5r) added to the number of differential equations that
define the system(2n), so under the generalized restrictions (4n+5r) BCs are available.
Lastly, an initial guess is needed, both for the output polynomial parameters as well
as the likely path of the states during the task. A “init“ function provides these initial
trajectories as matrix with each row a state variable and each column a time step. The
polynomial parameters can be initially estimated as zero, but if the solver fails by hitting
a singularity at a Jacobian, this is a good place to finesse the process. The likely paths of
the states can be estimated very bluntly, simply creating a path between the initial and
final positions, though using a large number of points (more then 100) for these guesses
can help avoid singularities.
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3.3.5 Working with the BVP Solution
The BVP solution provides the state variable trajectories, x = {p1, . . . , pn,q1, . . . ,qn}T
as well as their differentials, throughout the task segment. The required variables for the
reference trajectories will normally be the position q and velocity q˙, these can be directly
taken from the solution in the desired resolution and stored in the particular format as
is require for the implemented control structure. Within the MATLAB program the
variable trajectories are extracted from the solution using the deval function.
The feedforward trajectories require an additional calculation step using the equa-
tions of motion and the extracted state variables. This can be done in general by rear-
ranging the first order equations for the general momenta, at the actuated joint p j seen
at (3.37) and is seen as,












where j = actuated joints. This equation will extract the required feedforward torque
trajectories as generated by the BVP framework and the robot dynamic model used
within it. The feedforward trajectories are given in pure torque and any use within a
real robot system will require further work on the system identification to determine the
correct feedforward gain to transform the torque trajectories to the proper input signal
trajectories. See the experimental work in section 4.3.2 for insight into this process.
3.4 SISO Horizontal Example Feedforward Solution
Consider the 2DOF, underactuated planar robot seen in Figure 3.13. The first joint
is actuated while the second joint is passive but contains a radial torsion spring. A
quick inspection of the equations of motion show that this system does fit within the
generalized criteria described in section 3.3.1 and the system inversion method can be
applied. The dynamic system has 2 degrees of freedom(n= 2) and 1 actuated joint(r=1).
The physical parameters of the simulated robot are seen in Table 3.5, though a slender
rod approximation is used for the link inertias and the mass centers are assumed to be at
the center of the links. The torsional spring joint parameters correspond to those found












Figure 3.13: 2-DOF SISO horizontal planar underactuated robot model
Table 3.5: 2-DOF SISO horizontal demonstration robot physical properties
Robot Passive Joint
Variable Value Variable Value
L1 0.2 m k 0.025 Nm/rad
L2 0.2 m θ f 0.63 rad
m1 0.297 kg θp 0.444 rad
m2 0.132 kg
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Due to the earlier derivations in section 2.2.2 finding the equations of motions in
the Hamiltonian form is simpler and starts with the formation of the inertia matrix D,
where the angular variable θi is now the state variable qi.
D =
















where θi =qi , Si = sin(qi), Ci = cos(qi), Si j = sin(qi+q j), Ci j = cos(qi+q j)
(3.51)
The inertia matrix must now be inverted for use in the Hamiltonian formalism. Using
the cofactor equation in this instance, though the Cayley-Hamilton method can also be
used.









 13 L22m2 −13 L22m2− 12 L1C2
−13 L22m2− 12 L1C2 13 L21m1+L21m2+ 13 L22m2+L1L2m2C2
 (3.53)












Note that the matrix A is only a function of q2, also described as A(q2). The Hamiltonian
can now be fully described, using (2.13) as the starting point and plugging in the A





 13 L22m2/cd 1cd (−13 L22m2− 12 L1C2)
1
cd


















where pT = [p1 p2]. This equation assumes theres is no energy initially stored in the
torsional spring. Now the derivation of the equations of motion is straightforward using
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(2.14) and (2.15). The change in position is
q˙1
q˙2
= ∂H∂ p =
 13 L22m2/cd 1cd (−13 L22m2− 12 L1C2)
1
cd
(−13 L22m2− 12 L1C2)) 1cd (13 L21m1+L21m2+ 13 L22m2+L1L2m2C2))
 p
(3.56)














































where the spring torque is
τs =−k(q2−θF +θp)+ 2kθp1+ e(q2−θF )Z (3.59)
and the Aˆ12 = Aˆ21 due to the symmetry of the D matrix.
The equations of motion were derived with the help of MATLAB’s symbolic math-
ematics toolbox. The input and output of the system are defined as
y = p1 u = τ1 (3.60)
The desired task for the robot is the same as that used in the joint replacement method-
ology example from section 3.2.3 and the overall task is seen in Table 3.6. For brevity,
the details of the process will only cover segment 2, though the results will show all 4
segments.
The boundary value problem can then be formulated using the four key restrictions,
outlined in section 3.3.3, used to build the generalized system inversion method. For
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Table 3.6: SISO horizontal example task segments
Planar Motion
Swing Start Segment 2 Segment 3 Swing End
Qi1=0◦ Qi1=45◦ Qi1=−45◦ Qi1=45◦
Qf1=45◦ Qf1=−45◦ Qf1=45◦ Qf1=0◦
Qi2=36.1◦ Qi2=90◦ Qi2=−45◦ Qi2=90◦
Qf2=90◦ Qf2=−45◦ Qf2=90◦ Qf2=36.1◦
tspan=0.6s tspan=0.6s tspan=0.6s tspan=0.6s
this example the joint positions(in radians) must move according to
q1(0) = 0.7854 q1(T ) =−0.7854 (3.61)
q2(0) = 1.5708 q2(T ) =−0.7854 (3.62)
with the additional restrictions placed on the general momenta behavior
pi(0) = 0 pi(T ) = 0 where i = 1,2 (3.63)
This will ensure that the robot moves from the initial to the final setpoints with an initial
and final velocity of zero. The 8 BCs are only based on the system states so the initial
output polynomial starts with only (2n+ r) = 5 free parameters for the initial boundary
conditions.
Next, the input restrictions must be described, using (3.42) and (3.43), in the BC
form as defined in (3.46) through (3.48).
y˙∗(0) = τ1(0) = 0.34 y˙∗(T ) = τ1(T ) =−0.092 (3.64)
y¨∗(0) = τ˙1(0) = 0 y¨∗(T ) = τ˙1(T ) = 0 (3.65)
The values in (3.64) are determined based on the mechanical properties of the robot,
where the optimal initial and final torques are used to minimize acceleration at the robot
endpoint in taskspace. The BCs can be found in residual form on Table 3.7.
The combination of the state BCs and those derived from the input restrictions are







Table 3.7: Residuals used in bvp4c and output solution
State Based BCs Input Based BCs Parameters Solutions
p1(0) y˙∗(0)−0.34 a10 0
p1(T ) y˙∗(T )+ .092 a11 -0.034
p2(0) y¨∗(0) a12 0
p2(T ) y¨∗(T ) a13 -89.53
q1(0)−0.7854 a14 918.08
q1(T )+0.7854 a15 -3772.11
q2(0)−1.5708 a16 7683.16
q2(T )+0.7854 a17 -7725.70
y∗(0) a18 -3066.17































































Figure 3.14: Segment 2 state trajectories(left) and their derivatives(right)
where n1 = (2n+4r) = (2(2)+4(1)) = 8, seen in long form as
y∗(t) = a10+a1t+a12t2+ · · ·+a17t7+a18t8 (3.67)
To integrate the output polynomial into the ordinary differential equations that rep-
resent the system dynamics, substitute all the p2 variables with the polynomial (3.67)
and all p˙2 with y˙∗. Once the solution is obtained the proper input torque is found directly
from p˙1 due to the simplification in (3.57).
The output of the numerical solver, bvp4c within Matlab, for segment 2 is seen in
Figure 3.14 with the a1k in Table 3.7. As can be noted in the graphs, all of the BCs
were met, the feedforward solution shows the robot starts and ends at a zero velocity,
while the initial and final momenta for both joints is zero. The initial and final positions
match the desired.
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The initial and final torque, and torque derivative, are seen in P1 and P˙1, and fit the
BCs. The entire motion, through the 4 segments can be seen in Figure 3.15. The two
inner segments form the cyclic portion and can be set to repeat as long as necessary.


































Figure 3.15: All 4 task segments used in sequence, for the 2DOF horizontal robot
3.5 SISO Vertical Example Feedforward Solution
Consider the 2DOF, underactuated vertically positioned robot seen in Figure 3.16. The
first joint is passive but contains a radial torsion spring while the second joint is actuated.
A quick inspection of the system shows that it does fit within the criteria described in
section 3.3 and the generalized robot system inversion method can be applied. The
system has 2 degrees of freedom (n = 2) and one actuated joint (r = 1, j = 2). The
spring driven joint uses a simplified model, containing only an offset angle and spring
stiffness. The physical parameters of the simulated robot are seen in Table 3.8, though
a slender rod approximation is used for the link inertias. Only a single task segment is
derived, as presented later in the BCs.
The equations of motions are nearly identical to those seen in the previous example,
in section 3.4, the only difference is the addition of gravity and the change in actu-













Figure 3.16: 2-DOF SISO vertical planar underactuated robot model
Table 3.8: 2DOF vertical robot physical properties
Linkages Passive Joint
Variable Value Variable Value
L1 0.341 m k 6.3 Nm/rad




motion will start with straight the Hamiltonian.











1+ kθ f (3.68)
Where the matrix A is the same as is defined in (3.53) and using the same cosine
shorthand as before. The equations of motion include the same are the same when
examining the velocities, q˙1
q˙2
= ∂H∂ p = Ap (3.69)





























 p− 12L2m2gS12+ τ2 (3.71)
where the Aˆ subcomponents are defined in the previous example at (3.58). The input
and output of the system are defined as
y = p2 u = τ2 (3.72)
The boundary value problem can then be formulated with the four key restrictions using
a carefully chosen task time of T = 0.56. For this example the joint positions must move
according to
q1(0) =−0.4 q1(T ) = 0.2 (3.73)
q2(0) =−0.5 q2(T ) = 0.3 (3.74)
with the additional restrictions placed on the general momenta behavior
p1(0) = 0 p1(T ) = 0 (3.75)
p2(0) = 0 p2(T ) = 0 (3.76)
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This will ensure that the robot moves from the initial to the final setpoint with an initial
and final velocity of zero. The 8 BCs are only based on the system states so the initial
output polynomial starts with only (2n+ r) = 5 free parameters.
Next, the input restrictions must be described, using (3.42) and (3.43), in the BC
form as defined in (3.46) through (3.48).
y˙∗(0) = τ2(0) =−13.15 y˙∗(T ) = τ2(T ) = 11.75 (3.77)
y¨∗(0) = τ˙2(0) = 0 y¨∗(T ) = τ˙2(T ) = 0 (3.78)
The values in (3.77) are determined based on the mechanical properties of the robot,
where the optimal initial and final torques are used to minimize acceleration at the robot
endpoint. The BCs are in residual form in Table 3.9.
The combination of the state BCs and those derived from the input restrictions are






where n1 = (2n+4r) = (2(2)+4(1)) = 8, seen in long form
y∗(t) = a10+a11t+a12t2+ · · ·+a17t7+a18t8 (3.80)
To integrate the output polynomial into the ordinary differential equations that rep-
resent the system dynamics, substitute all the p2 variables with the polynomial (3.80)








 p+ 12L2m2gS12 (3.81)
The feedforward solution provides the trajectories of x, so the subcomponents of the
above equation are not difficult to compute.
The feedfroward trajectories given as the output of the numerical solver are seen
in Figure 3.17 and the a1k in Table 3.7. As can be noted in the graphs, all of the
BCs were met,an additional segement would be to form a complete cyclic task. A
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Table 3.9: Residuals used in bvp4c and output solution
State Based BCs Input Based BCs Parameters Solutions
p1(0) y˙∗(0)+13.16 a10 0
p1(T ) y˙∗(T )−11.75 a11 0.8119
p2(0) y¨∗(0) a12 0
p2(T ) y¨∗(T ) a13 107.23
q1(0)+0.4 a14 -1105.76
q1(T )−0.2 a15 4829.30
q2(0)+0.5 a16 -11057.93
q2(T )−0.3 a17 12862.45
y∗(0) a18 -5956.91










































































Figure 3.17: State variable(left) and the state variable derivative(right) trajectories
comparison of the energy spent moving this Under-actuated Robot(UR) and a Fully-
actuated Robot(FR) is shown in Figure 3.18 with the FR using a direct cubic path joint
path to fulfill the BCs. The UR shows an 11% energy savings compared to the the FR.
For additional discussion on the possible energy savings related to underactuated robots
performing cyclic tasks see section 6.2.2.
3.6 MIMO Example Feedforward Solution
Consider the 3DOF, underactuated planar robot seen in Figure 3.19. The first joint
is passive but contains a radial torsion spring while the second joint is actuated. The
equations of motion that describe the robots dynamic behavior show that the system
fits within the generalized criteria described in section 3.3.1, the system has only scle-
ronomous constraints and only a position dependent potential. The dynamic system has
3 degrees of freedom (n = 3) and 2 actuated joint (r=2). The physical parameters of the
simulated robot are seen in Table 3.10, though a slender rod approximation is used for
the link inertias.
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Figure 3.19: 3 DOF MIMO demonstration underactuated robot model
Table 3.10: 3-DOF demonstration robot physical properties
Robot Passive Joint Task Segment
Variable Value Variable Value Position
L1 0.34 m k 2.4 Nm/rad Qi1=0◦
L2 0.42 m θ f 0.72 rad Qf1= 90◦
L3 0.24 m θp 0.5 rad Qi2= 0◦
m1 1.278 kg Qf2= 45◦
m2 0.752 kg Qi3= 0◦
m3 0.64 kg Qf3=−90◦
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Figure 3.20: 3 DOF cubic motion paths





























Figure 3.21: 3 DOF work curves
The Work Based Joint Replacement Method was used to select the torsional spring
parameters of joint 2. The cubic paths are seen in Figure 3.20 which were used in the
robot simulation, over a task segment time of t = 1s, producing the work curves in Fig-
ure 3.21. The replacement spring for Joint 2, with parameters (k = 2.4,θ f = 0.72,θp =
0.791) showed the smallest error and is an adequate candidate. A comparison between
the initial and final work levels show they are close, a realistic limit was imposed on the
preload angle, the maximum range was set at 0.8 radians, hence the imperfect match.
The preload was later adjusted down to 0.5 radians in order to help find a numerical
solution to the BVP. Though the torsional spring recommended by the work based joint
replacement method was only used after a minor adjustment, it provided a much needed
starting point for setup, analysis and solution search for a difficult underactuated robot.
Due to the earlier derivations in section 2.2.2 finding the equations of motion in the
Hamiltonian form is simpler, though they are still long and cumbersome. The process
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where θi =qi , Si = sin(qi), Ci = cos(qi), Si j = sin(qi+q j), Ci j = cos(qi+q j)
The inertia matrix must now be inverted for use in the Hamiltonian formalism, using
the cofactor equation or the Cayley-Hamilton method. Due to the well know methods
for deriving the inverse and the large size of the equations, the derivation from here on
will be kept as simple as possible, using the indeces for A and D whenever possible.
A = D−1 (3.89)
Note that the matrix A is only a function of qi, also described as A(qi). The Hamil-
tonian can now be fully described, using (2.13) as the starting point and plugging in the
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where pT = [p1 p2 p3], g = −9.81m/s2, and C1 is the initial potential energy stored
in the spring. The derivation of the equations of motion follows as before, using (2.14)







































where the spring torque is τs =−k(q2−θF +θp)+ 2kθp1+ e(q2−θF )Z (3.95)
The partial derivatives seen above are found, for use in the numerical solver, with MAT-
LAB’s symbolic mathematics toolbox. The input and output of the system are defined
as
y = p1 u = τ1 (3.96)
y = p3 u = τ3 (3.97)
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The boundary value problem can then be formulated using the four key restrictions used
to build the generalized system inversion method. For this example the joint positions
must move according to
q1(0) = 0 q1(T ) = 1.5708 (3.98)
q2(0) = 0 q2(T ) = 0.7854 (3.99)
q3(0) = 0 q3(T ) =−0.7854 (3.100)
with the additional restrictions placed on the general momenta behavior
pi(0) = 0 pi(T ) = 0 where i = 1,2,3 (3.101)
This will ensure that the robot moves from the initial to the final setpoint with an initial
and final velocity of zero. The 12 BCs are only based on the system states so the initial
output polynomial starts with only (2n+ r) = 7 free parameters for the initial boundary
conditions.
Next, the input restrictions are described, using (3.42) and (3.43), in the BC form as
defined in (3.46) through (3.48).
y˙∗(0) = [τ1(0) τ3(0)]T = [0 0]T y˙∗(T ) = [τ1(T ) τ3(T )]T = [0 0]T (3.102)
y¨∗(0) = [τ˙1(0) τ˙3(0)]T = [0 0]T y¨∗(T ) = [τ˙1(T ) τ˙3(T )]T = [0 0]T (3.103)
Note that the these BC’s are described as vectors since the system is MIMO. The values
in (3.102) are set a zero for simplicity. The BCs are in residual form in Table 3.11.
The combination of the state BCs and those derived from the input restrictions are













where (n1+n2) = (2n+4r) = (2(3)+4(2)) = 14, seen in long form as
y∗(t) =
a10+a11t+a12t2+ · · ·+a17t7
a20+a1t+a22t2+ · · ·+a27t7
 (3.105)
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Table 3.11: Residuals used in bvp4c and output solution
State Based BCs Input Based BCs Parameters Solutions
p1(0) y˙∗(0) a10 0
p1(T ) y˙∗(T ) a11 0
p2(0) y¨∗(0) a12 0
p2(T ) y¨∗(T ) a13 -43.15
p3(0) y¨∗(0) a14 218.15
p3(T ) y¨∗(T ) a15 -395.56
q1(0) a16 309.26
q1(T )−1.5708 a17 -887.03
q2(0) a20 0
q2(T )−0.7854 a21 0
q3(0) a22 0


































Figure 3.22: Continuous momentum trajectories for the 3DOF robot
To integrate the output polynomial into the ordinary differential equations that rep-
resent the system dynamics, substitute all the p1 and p3 variables with the polynomials
(3.105), respectively, and all p˙ j with y˙∗ where j =actuated joints (1 & 3). Once the

















The feedforward solution provides the trajectories of the state variables, so matrix on
the right hand side is not difficult to compute.
The output of the numerical solver is seen in Figure 3.22 and the torque is shown in
Figure 3.24 with the ak in Table 3.11. As can be noted in the graphs, all of the BCs were
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Figure 3.23: Continuous position trajectories for the 3DOF robot





















Figure 3.24: 3DOF Input torque feedforward trajectories
met, the feedforward solution shows the robot starts and ends at a zero velocity, while
the initial and final momenta for both joints is zero. The initial and final positions match
the desired. The initial and final torque, and torque derivative, fit the BCs though if this
was a real robot the actuator capabilities would need be to checked against the torque
curves to verify that the actuators could perform as desired. This system, affected by
gravity and actuated at the first and third joints, fit within the generalized restrictions





The motivation behind designing and building an underactuated manipulator was two-
fold, first it would provide an experimental platform to test the theoretical system inver-
sion method, second, it would provide insight into the general capabilities and useful-
ness of such a robot. The less complicated the initial design the better it would be able to
test and demonstrate the system inversion method. With these goals in mind, a simple
manipulator was developed, based on the initial models used in previous simulations
and theoretical calculations.
The 2 joint serial link manipulator has a single actuator at the first joint with a
spring driven passive joint at the second joint. This ensures that the manipulator is
underactuated but not completely uncontrollable, backed up by the general underactu-
ated serial-link manipulator analysis done in [21]. A reliable text on machine design
[89] was used in the modeling and selection of the torsion springs as well as the part
dimension tolerance, specifically needed when designing the link bores and axle toler-
ances for use with the mini-bushes, seen in section 4.2.2. The handbook on robotics
[77] has useful details relating to the manipulator’s dynamic parameters, overall robot
design methods. The underactuated 2-link manipulator has many versions, depending
on which joint is passive, the goals of the robot, and how it is controlled. The closest
comparable underactatued manipulator is seen in work by De Luca et al. [90], though
theirs has no spring and the control methodology is based on partial feedback lineariza-
tion. The use of a torsional spring driven joint was inspired by the work of Yamammoto
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and Kunkyoshi [91], the simple spring models provided a good start at the beginning of
the design and testing work. The ADAMS dynamic simulation software was also used
in the initial research and investigation into the design and capabilities of spring-driven
joints.
The initial mechanical design of the manipulator base, links, and the spring-driven
passive joint was put together and reviewed by the advisors at SIMTech before manu-
facturing and assembly began. See appendix D for the drawings of the final-build design
and a the related parts list.
4.1.1 Torsional Spring Joint
The design goals for the torsional spring joint are straightforward. First it should be as
simple as possible, using one torsion spring. Second, both the offset angle and the spring
preload must be adjustable. After investigating the proper use of torsional spring it was
found that they are not made to be used repetitively in both tension and compression.
The third requirement is that the torsional spring should only be used in compression.
After examining the size and type of torsional springs available locally a simple hook
and axle setup was designed to meet the design goals. See Figure 4.1 for a drawing of
torsional spring joint.
The torsional joint uses only one spring. Each hook plate is attached to a flange that
can be rotated, the screws sliding along the chamfered slots, seen in Figure 4.2. There
are two flanges per link, secured in a stack. This allowed both the preload and the offset
of the spring to be adjusted within a limited range of positions. The torsion spring is
only used in compression, no matter if the linkage moves in the positive or negative
radial direction. The range of motion and adjustment is outlined in Table 4.1 while the
possible offset and preload ranges are shown in more detail in Figure 4.3, revealing that
as the offset is adjusted the available preload range also changes. For more details on
the spring range available for the manipulator see appendix D.1.
Table 4.1: Torsional spring joint properties
Parameter Stiffness Offset Preload Link 2 Motion
Variable k θ f θp θ2
Range (0.02,0.1) ±50 (−20,+80) (−175,+270)
Units Nm/rad degree degree degree
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Figure 4.1: Torsion spring joint assembly
Figure 4.2: Linkage 2 flange attachments
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Figure 4.3: Range of torsion joint settings
All the design goals were achieved, yet there were also some disadvantages that
showed up in testing. The hook plates lacked specific angular markings, so preload and
offset angles had to be estimated. In order to change out the torsion spring or adjust
the preload or offset the second linkage had to be removed from its axle. This was not
difficult due to the locking mini-bushings used, though it made adjustments a tedious
affair.
4.2 Manipulator Build Process
The manipulator was built up in stages, as the parts were delivered at different times.
More complex pieces that required machining, such as the crosspieces, the linkages,
shafts, and the torsion spring assembly were sent out for manufacture to a machine shop.
The electrical parts of the manipulator included the optical encoders, wiring, and the
DC motor driver. The wiring of the encoders required some intermediate connections,
either for a cable adapter or a sequence of resistors needed by the encoder. The hardware
pieces (aluminum extrusion, bolts) were procured locally.
4.2.1 Base
The frame of the manipulator base was built out of aluminum extrusion, so that any
necessary alteration or adjustment could be made easily. The actuator (a DC motor) and
the single gearset were mounted to the frame, with multiple adjustments performed to
ensure the actuator could turn the first joint axle easily and with minimal gear backlash.
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The large gear has n = 180 teeth while the DC motor gear contains n = 21 teeth, both
with a gear tooth pitch diameter of m = 0.5. This produces a gear ratio of 180/21 =
8.571 stepping up the torque and reducing the angular speed. This gearset enabled the
relatively small DC motor torque to be adequate for control of the 2DOF manipulator.
See Figure 4.4 for a detailed schematic of the base frame and its parts.
Figure 4.4: Base frame assembly side view (bottom), and top view (top)
4.2.2 Linkages and Joints
The linkages were machined out of aluminum, a light material with plenty of strength
for the dynamic motion envisioned for the small manipulator. A plain rectangular profile
was used for the linkage beam, seeking to keep the links slim but able to resist deflection
while in the planar setup. See Figure 4.5 for the layout of the linkages.
The joints where based around the use of the of a locking mini-bush. This axial
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Figure 4.5: Linkage 1 (left), and linkage 2 (right)
clamp, a purchased piece of hardware, secures the linkage to the axle by fitting around
the axle and inside of the linkage bore. See Figure 4.6 for a drawing of the locking mini-
bush. The torsional spring joint required multiple changes due to loose bearings and
Figure 4.6: 2 Piece mini-bush, side view (left), and bottom view (right)
Figure 4.7: Base frame and linkages in the planar setup
low axial play tolerances required by the optical encoder. The initial setup contained
only a single roller bearing while the final setup featured a set of roller bearings that
allowed for custom adjustment of the axial play. The hook transfer for the spring worked
reliably even with loose axial play. See the assembly drawings in appedix D.2 for the
















Figure 4.8: Electrical interface diagram
in the planar motion setup.
4.2.3 Electrical Interface
The electrical interface served two main purposes, first to drive the single DC motor that
serves as the actuator of link 1, second to connect the controller to the manipulator. The
overall connection scheme can be seen in Figure 4.8, showing the interface between the
dSPACE controller, the motor driver, the motor and the encoders. The parts used in the
electrical interface are seen in appendix D.1 while the picture in Figure 4.9 shows the
electrical components at the laboratory setup. The main components are identified and
the two encoder connections, a blue ribbon and a plastic wrapped bundle, can be seen.
The intermediate circuit boards serve as either an adapter, for the the blue ribbon, or for
a pull-up resistor setup recommended by the encoder manufacturer.
4.3 System Identification and Model Improvement
Due to the use of feedforward control on the underactuated manipulator, the ability of
the controller to direct the motion of the arms is highly dependent on the accuracy of
the manipulator model. Therefore, the system identification is a critical process if the
underactuated manipulator is to be properly controlled. Numerous initial experiments
and tests were done but only the most applicable methods and results for system identi-
fication are presented here.
Adjusting the feedback control gains, both proportional and derivative, for the single
actuated joint can improve the behavior of the first joint, without much need for a system
model, but it does not address any errors in the position or velocity of the second joint.








Figure 4.9: Experimental setup with electrical components
spent validating the model and determining the best parameters, such that the model
of the manipulator behaved as closely as possible to that of the real manipulator. The
mathematical derivation of the manipulator model, used in the experimental work, is
nearly identical to that seen in the first and second examples in sections 3.4 and 3.5. In
order to be complete the derivation is specifically run through with regards to the rough
and improved models in appendix B.
The overall system identification and model improvement scheme used is outlined
in Figure 4.10 and is summarized further in the list below.
1. Record the input/output of the actual mechanism
2. Create an initial model of the mechanism
3. Plug the actual input into the model and compare its output to the actual output
4. Search for more accurate parameters, using the previous step to test
5. End, if model behavior is deemed acceptably close to actual
6. Else, Go back to 2 and re-evaluate model, account for unmodeled behavior
The improvement of the parameters is a very delicate process where only the those




















Figure 4.10: Model improvement methodology
start from a reasonable guess. The list of well know parameters which were not actively
adjusted include: the spring constant, spring offset, and linkage inertias. The frictional
parameters for each joint were estimated, using the values found in the smaller system
ID experiments(using single links) discussed in the following sections. Once the passive
joint and motor models were of adequate accuracy they were put together into an overall
system model, where the model improvement methodology was used once again to
ensure the model behavior was sufficiently close to the actual behavior.
4.3.1 Torsional Spring Joint Modeling
In order to properly model the passive joint, with its single torsion spring, a concentrated
examination of the joint was needed. The basic passive joint parameters of interest are
shown in Table 4.2. The three spring parameters were of primary interest for the rough
first run of experiments. Only with the more complex model used in the improved run
were the frictional parameters considered.
Table 4.2: Torsional spring joint parameters
Link Spring Properties Friction Types
Parameter Inertia Stiffness Offset Preload Coulomb Viscous Break
Variable I2 k θ f θp Tc f Tb
Units kg/m2 Nm/rad radian radian Nm Nms/rad Nm
The parameters were identified by testing the motion of a single link containing the
passive joint. The first link was clamped to a heavy table in the horizontal position such
that the second link could be displaced from its resting point and allowed to swing back
and forth under the torque of the spring driven passive joint. See Figure 4.1 for the
quick view of the setup. With a rotary encoder mounted to the passive joint, the angular
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position was recorded as the link moved. This experiment of placing the joint at various
initial conditions and allowing it to move back to its resting point yield numerous sets
of data for analysis.
Preliminary Passive Joint Model
In order to estimate the parameters of the spring driven joint a preliminary model had
to be constructed such that the data could further be analyzed. The initial model of the
spring driven joint, originally used in the theoretical work and the simulations is seen
as
Iθ¨2 =∑τ =−K(θ2−θF)− f θ˙ (4.1)
This model only includes a single frictional coefficient f , which is dependent on veloc-
ity. The angular position θ2 is used only out of simplicity since the passive elements
where in the second joint on the full manipulator. There is no preload in this simplified
model. With the equations of motion simply defined as a second order ordinary differ-
ential equation, a standard general solution (assuming two distinct imaginary roots) can
be used:
θ2 = Aeλ t cos(µt)+Beλ t sin(µt) (4.2)
Where A and B are constants of the specific solution while µ and λ are the constants
in the general solution. A fitting algorithm can then be used with the general solution
above to estimate the unknown parameters in the model, the spring constant K and the
viscous friction Tb where of greatest interest. The model is placed at the same initial
conditions and using an estimate of the unknown parameters the solution is generated
and then compare to the actual motion of the link. This comparison is what the fitting
algorithm used when it searched for the parameters that produced a model behavior
closest to the actual. An accurate estimate of the inertia I taken from the CAD model
of the link assembly is used as a known parameter. The graph in Figure 4.11 shows
the comparison between the actual motion of the link and the motion of the model that
was closest. The initial motion is fairly close to the actual but the behavior below ±45◦
diverges sharply.
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Figure 4.11: Simplified model fitting attempt
Finalized Passive Joint Model
The difficulty in system identification prompted an expansion of the model. The sim-
plified model lacked a preload parameter and only used an oversimplified friction. This
was made even clearer by comparing the the calculated theoretical spring stiffness of
kc = 0,034 to that found using the simplified model km = 0.048. So a more complex
model was constructed to include the preload angle of the spring, which causes a near
discontinuity, using a saturation function from[73] shown below, where y is the function




where U =(upper bound) and L = (lower bound) and Z determines the slope at the
origin, as seen in the graph in Figure 4.12. This function can be modified by using the
following upper and lower bound equations,
U = k(θ2−θ f )+ kθp (4.4)
L = k(θ2−θ f )− kθp (4.5)
and substituting θ2 = (θ2−θ f ) in the exponential, then the output y will correspond to
the spring torque τs. Lastly, the entire function must be multiplied by−1 to flip it about
the y-axis.
τs =−U + U−L
1+ e(θ2−θ f )Z
(4.6)













Figure 4.12: Example saturation function(left), rotational friction torque(right)
τs =−K(θ2−θF +θp)+ 2kθp1+ e(θ2−θF )Z (4.7)
it was determined that it is best to normally set Z = 100 to ensure the offset transition
occurs in less than 5◦ of angular motion. A comparison between the two spring models
can be seen in Figure 4.13 while the variables are described in Table 4.2. The updated
spring model fits the observed behavior of the spring driven joint much more closely
than the original, over-simplified model.
The frictional model was improved using a standard model, from a handbook on
control [92], integrating the three major types of friction, viscous, break and Coulomb.
Figure 4.12 outlines the behavior of the friction model while it is described in detail as
a set of equations:
If |ω|>= ωth
τ f = (Tc+(Tbrk−Tc) · exp−cv|ω|) · sign(ω)+ fω (4.8)
If |ω|< ωth
τ f = ω
fωth+(Tc+(Tbrk−T c) · exp(−cvωth))
ωth
(4.9)
Where the small linear offset ωth serves as a velocity threshold to avoid a strict discon-
tinuity in the model. The use of the torsional spring reduces the affects of friction and
by including it in the model, the feedforward control can attempt to account it. Other
methods of dealing with friction on underactuated robots normally involve complica-
tions to the control structure. Related examples include the use of natural admittance
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control [93] and a switching control with a fuzzy controller specialized in adapting to
unknown friction [94].
The parameter search, using the exponential spring model and the friction torques,
started with the initial frictional parameter estimates based on the ball bearing manu-
facturers specifications. The break and Coulomb friction were estimated with a built
in relationship, where the break friction was always greater than the Coulomb friction,
set at 0.0005 for the passive joint. This relationship was based on recommendations
from the frictional model source [92] as well as from the single motor and single joint
system identification work. The more complex model yielded much better results as
seen in Figure 4.14, using the same actual data set as before. This improved motion
matches the frequency of the actual data but notable difference in the magnitude can
also be seen. Due to changes in the manipulator setup, a finalized set of parameters,
the friction at the joint and the spring behavior, was found using another set of data.
These final parameters were used in the model comparison and are seen in Figure 4.15.
The final model and actual data comparison is the most encouraging, they are almost
identically, both the frequency and the magnitude match with only small errors in the
upper maximum. The joint parameters selected for use in both the basic and the im-
proved runs are shown in section 4.4.1 when the experimental framework is laid out in
detail. With a system identification providing strong results for the spring-driven joint,
the identification of the actuator behavior was next.























Figure 4.13: Comparison of spring models, linear kL = 0.048, exponential ke = 0.034
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Figure 4.14: Improved spring and frictional model fitting results




















Figure 4.15: Finalized model fitting comparison
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4.3.2 Motor Modeling
The actuator modeling and system identification was an interesting process. The actua-
tor is a 24 Volt DC motor, connected to an motor driver, which is an amplifier with an in
built feedback control loop that allows direct control of the torque output of the motor.
This feedback control loop was assumed to be much faster than both the mechanical
behavior of the first joint and overall control loop.
Table 4.3: Actuator joint parameters
Link DC Motor Basics Friction Types
Parameter Inertia FeedForward Gain Coulomb Viscous Break
Variable I1 G f f Tc+ Tc− f+ f− Tb+ Tb−
Units kg/m2 Nm Nms/rad Nm
Rough Motor Model
With this in mind, for the rough model, the motor driver/control was simplified into a
generic gain between the dSPACE controller signal and the motor torque output. Any
frictional torque was also lumped into the generic gain.Due to experimental difficulties,
this gain was simply estimated by trial and error. The experiment was run with different
gains and the run which gave the lease amount of feedback correction to the control
of the first joint was used as the torque trajectory gain. The best estimate found was
G f f = 5.3816 though the rough model experiments varied the feedforward gain from
5.2 to 5.6 as can be seen in results statistics in Appendix C. The joint parameters can
be seen in Table 4.3, where the friction types are only used in the improved model.
Improved Motor Model
It was observed that while using the rough model, the behavior of the first joint was
not well captured by the model and the black box gain simplification. Therefore the
standard friction model used on the improved model of the spring-driven joint was also
applied to the first joint. Yet in order to accommodate for noticeable differences in
the friction behavior and motor torque, depending on the direction of rotation, it was
decided that two sets of friction parameters, one for positive angular velocity another for
negative angular velocity should be used. The initial frictional parameters were based
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Figure 4.16: Motor model experiment, behavior(left), output comparison(right)
on the motor specifications with the same relationship, where the Break friction was
greater than the Coulomb, with 0.001 for the motor. In addition to the frictional model,
a more accurate feedforward gain was calculated from the additional experimentation
on the actuator.
The system identification for the actuator was similar to that of the spring-driven
joint. The actuator and base, which includes the single set of gears, were clamped
to the table and the second linkage was attached to the first joint output. A simple
feedback controller was used on the actuator, to keep the motion safe, and a sinusoidal
input given to the controller. The motion of the actuator and the input torque signal
from the controller were then recorded. The record of the input signal and the motion
could then be analyzed and compared with the improved model to find the most accurate
parameters for both the torque gain (feedfoward gain) and the friction. The new standard
feedforward gain used with the improved model is G f f = 8.26. Frictional estimates are
shown later in Table 4.5. This new gain included the use of much different inertia for
the first link, the single gearset was now properly integrated into the dynamic equations.
The rough model skipped this complexity and lumped it into the feedforward gain.
The actual and model comparison can be seen in Figure 4.16 where the output was
kept to a sinusoidal pattern, thanks to the feedback control. When the same input used




With the models of the motor and the passive joint identified and their parameters re-
fined for the most realistic model behavior, the complete model could be assembled and
tested. The two smaller models were integrated into the overall 2-DOF manipulator
system dynamic model. Then the overall model behavior was examined and the param-
eters inspected for any areas of improvement using the same iterative testing method
as before. The overall model behavior was compared to the actual motion of the ma-
nipulator when a sinusoidal motion was prescribed to the first joint (with the aid of a
feedback controller), thus make sure the interactive behavior of the motor and the pas-
sive joint were seen. The refined parameters for the improved model are based on three
sets of experimental data, the passive spring joint initial condition tests, the single link
motor tests, and the full 2-link underactuated setup. By building up the model and the
experiments in this way the trustworthiness of the improved parameters improves.
4.4 Experiments
The experimental work was a long process but there are two main branches that were
explored, the use of the rough model in the initial cyclic testing and then the wider test-
ing of the improved model. The rough model consisted of an inertial estimate straight
from the CAD models of the two linkages, the exponential model of the passive joint,
and the experimentally estimated motor driver gain, all seen on Table 4.4. The im-
proved model includes frictional models for both joints, a validated motor driver gain
and improved accuracy in the inertia, mass center, and mass parameters of the robot
model, seen in Table 4.5, with an improve DC motor gain of G f f = 8.26. The inertia,
mass center, mass, and motor gain are the only model parameters improved between
the rough and improved model. The experimental work consisted of running the un-
deractuated manipulator through a cyclic task and analyzing the results for accuracy
of position, velocity, and timing. The physical layout of the manipulator is covered in
detail in sections 4.1 and 4.2
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Table 4.4: Rough model parameters
Link 1
Parameter Inertia Mass Length Mass Center
Variable I1 m1 L1 x1
Value 0.00256 0.181 0.2 0.1180
Units kg/m2 kg m m
Link 2
Parameter Inertia Mass Length Mass Center
Variable I2 m2 L2 x2
Value 0.00357 0.132 0.2 0.0494
Units kg/m2 kg m m
Spring Properties DC Motor
Parameter Stiffness Offset Preload Driver Gain
Variable k θ f θp G f f
Value 0.0351 0.0094 0.45 ≈ 5.3816
Units Nm/rad radian radian
Table 4.5: Improved model parameters
Link 1 DC Motor
Parameter Inertia Mass Length Mass Center Driver Gain
Variable I1 m1 L1 x1 G f f
Value 0.007506 0.297 0.2 0.072 8.26
Units kg/m2 kg m m
Link 2
Parameter Inertia Mass Length Mass Center
Variable I2 m2 L2 x2
Value 0.00357 0.132 0.2 0.05
Units kg/m2 kg m m
Joint 1 Friction Types
Parameter Coulomb Viscous Break
Variable Tc+ Tc− f+ f− Tb+ Tb−
Value 0.02005 0.01637 0 0 0.02105 0.01767
Units Nm Nms/rad Nm
Spring Basics Joint 2 Friction Types
Parameter Stiffness Offset Preload Coulomb Viscous Break
Variable k θ f θp Tc f Tb
Value 0.03 0.025 0.48 0.00029 0.00297 0.00345
Units Nm/rad rad rad Nm Nms/rad Nm
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Table 4.6: Task segment division
# Task Segments Initial Position Final Position
1 Swing Start Rest Setpoint 1
2 Cyclic task part 1 Setpoint 1 Setpoint 2
3 Cyclic task part 2 Setpoint 2 Setpoint 1
4 Swing Stop Setpoint 1 Rest
4.4.1 Cyclic Task Testing
With a model of the experimental manipulator settled there are still a few more steps to
complete before the cyclic task experiment can be performed. Once the system model,
at the appropriate level of complexity, is formulated by the engineer the desired task is
the next area of investigation. This is all in order that the feedforward trajectories of the
underactuated manipulator might be found such that the manipulator can be adequately
controlled.
First the desired task must be split into segments, where the manipulator moves from
one momentary stop to another. A typical task involving repetative motion involving 2
setpoints can normally be split into 4 parts. The initial movement from the rest position
to the first setpoint, then the motion from the first setpoint to the second. The motion
from the second setpoint to the first, with a final segment that moves the manipulator
from the first or second setpoint back to the desired rest point. These are laid out in
Table 4.6.
The examples shown in sections 3.4 and 3.6 only solve for the feedforward trajec-
tories of a single segment, #2 or #3, while in order for a successful experiment at least
three of the task segments(1,2,3) are needed to move the manipulator through the de-
sired cyclic task. The same method is used as is seen in the previous examples but now
the feedforward trajectories had to be stitched together. Thanks to the boundary con-
ditions, restricting the torque, and torque slope, the pieces could be easily put together
with the only difficulties lying in the indexing of the data. There is no need for further
detail on the system inversion and derivation of the feedforward trajectories since the
overall system inversion method is covered in general in section 3.3 and in the examples
in sections 3.4 and 3.6.
The task segments seen in Table 4.7 were used in the experiment setups. These
two desired setpoints in taskspace were chosen to show the ability of the manipulator
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Table 4.7: Task segments used in experiments
Planar Experiments













to move across non-symmetrical paths, in a pick-and-place like task, and were kept
simple in order to first demonstrate the validity of the generalized underactuated robot
inversion method. Though the manipulator has a much wider reach, the motion was kept
moderate in speed and reach so that adjustments to the feedback gains could be made
while also allowing the system model to be changed and refined. The manipulator starts
from rest, move into segment 2, the back into segment 3, and then continues to repeat
between 2 and 3. Since the cyclic task is the area of greatest interest, the final task
segment, the swing stop, was left out. A Matlab program was designed such that once
the three BVPs had to be solved, one for each segment, then the trajectory solutions of
the three segments (1,2,3) were combined. The second and third segment solutions were
then cycled together to allow the manipulator to repeat the cyclic motion for around 45
seconds. The output solution of feedforward trajectories is dependent on the model used
and is shown in each related results section.
There are two different cyclic tasks seen in Table 4.7, both the rough and improved
models performed their cyclic task experiments in the planar position while only the im-
proved model was used to perform the last experiment, in the vertical position. The hor-
izontal planar motion experiments require the manipulator to be in a horizontal setup,
as seen in Figure 4.7 while the vertical experimental setup must be hanging, as seen in
Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.18: Combined feedback and feedforward control loop
4.4.2 Control Methodology
The system inversion methodology is used to determine an adequate trajectory for use
in feedforward control. The boundary value problem is solved in MATLAB; its use is
covered in section 3.3.4 with examples in sections 3.4 - 3.6, while sample code files are
seen in appendix B. The nature of underactuated robot systems dictates that some part
of the robot is controllable, the actuated joints, while some other part is not, the non-
actuated joints. With this in mind the control of the underactuated manipulator is based
on the use of a feedforward control loop as well as a feedback control loop. An outline
general control method can be seen in Figure 4.18 and is taken from Graichen et al. [68]
who refer to Horowitz [95] as the originator of the method. The feedforward input is
denoted as u∗ while the reference trajectories of the first joint position and velocity are
(q1, q˙1). The reference trajectories of joint 2 are only used in the experimental data post
processing.
The implementation of the control method in Matlab’s Simulink program can be
seen in Figure 4.19 and used in conjunction with the dSPACE interface program Con-
trolDesk. The input trajectories for joint 1, both position and velocity, are fed in from
MATLAB data files. The encoder signals are read in, joint 2 is simply converted to
known units (rad) and fed out to the control interface for recording. Joint 1 is first con-
verted to multiplied by the inverse of the gear ratio (21/180) since the encoder is on
the motor and the motion of the base axle, joint 1, is desired. Then it is filtered such
that the position signal is always within ±180◦. The saturation function near the DAC
(Digital to Analogue) output ensures that the driver signal to the motor is limited to safe
level. Though the feedroward solutions were checked before hand to ensure that the
demand did not go beyond what the motor could handle. The two reset blocks on the
left hand side allow the encoder zeros to be reset, while the encoder master setup is used
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to declare which encoder inputs are to be read.
The implementation of the feedback control methodology can be varied, as deter-
mined by each situation and each engineer, so the use of the feedforward trajectories,
found by the system inversion, was the main focus of this research. The trajectories
generated by the system inversion are used to provide the feedforward control signal.
In all experiments the position signal fed back from the motor (giving the first joint
position) is used in a proportional and derivative feedback control loop. The position
of the second joint is recorded, for post experimental analysis and is not used in the
feedback control loop, though others [72] have clear examples of how this can be done.
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The results of the experimental work on the underactuated manipulator are presented in
the section. The work is split into two main sections, the results from the experiments
which used the rough model and the results from the use of an improved model. These
models were used in the system inversion derivation of the feedforward trajectories of
the manipulator, giving great importance to the the levels of complexity and accuracy
of the manipulator model. See section 4.4 for a full description of the experimental
setup, cyclic tasks, as well as details concerning the differences between the rough and
improved model.
Post-processing and Analysis
The statistics presented in the various tables are a survey of the multiple experimen-
tal runs, shown in more detail in appendix C. Each of the base experimental setups,
whether the rough or improved model, was run a minimum of 5 times with the mo-
tion of the manipulator joints and the input signals recorded for further analysis. The
post-processing of the position and velocity feedback examined the first 7 cycles of ex-
perimental run. Due to the repetitive nature of the task, a larger sample sized was not
deemed necessary. The joint angles, (q1,q2) were used to compute the manipulators
endpoint position and velocity in jointspace at the task segment boundaries.
The calculated positions and velocities, in taskspace, were checked against the de-
sired positions and velocities to determine the endpoint errors. This list of errors con-
sisted of the position and velocity errors for the upper position(positive angular po-
sitions) and the lower position and velocity errors(negatived angular positions). The
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taskspace errors are calculated as the shortest distance (square root of the squares of the
x&y errors) between the desired position of the endpoint and the actual endpoint posi-
tion. These errors were then averaged and the standard deviation measured using the
sample standard deviation formula. Thus for each run there are average errors for the
position and velocity errors at the upper and lower position, with the standard deviation
calculated for each. Each run is shown on the tables in appendix C.
The small tables of results shown in this chapter, further simplify the results by
showing the largest and smallest errors for all of the runs for that particular experiment.
They also show the average of the average errors and the average of the standard devia-
tions across all of the runs in that experiment. The tables also contain percentage errors
for the taskspace error and jointspace errors. The taskspace error percentage uses the
shortest taskspace error and is based on an average taskspace range of 0.398m, using the
radial reach of the robot (0.4m max, with 0.398m useful radial reach). The jointspace
error percentage is based on the individual joint error as a percentage of its range of
motion. The first joint has a range of motion of 360◦, while the second joint is slightly
restricted to a range of 350◦ due to the spring mechanism. These are very distilled views
of the experimental results with a fuller view seen in appendix C. The results graphs
are presented in a simplified form to allow for easier direct comparison. Discussion of
the results is kept light to allow for a more in depth look in Chapter 6.
5.1 Experiments Using the Rough Model
The rough model of the experimental manipulator is meant to be a first run test of the
method. The system inversion method worked perfectly on paper, the feedforward tra-
jectories fulfilled all the boundary conditions and the simulation confirmed their effec-
tiveness. However, applying the theory to an actual robot always adds a large number of
unknown factors, such as friction, nuances of the inertial parameters, as well as spring
and joint behavior that is unable to be modeled perfectly. Thus a rough model was used
for the first experiment to keep the system inversion simple and keep any necessary trou-
bleshooting as easy as possible. The parameters found during the system identification
are seen in Table 4.4.
This decision paid of during the initial experiments since the first attempt at imple-
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menting the feedforward trajectories produced a defunct controller that was unable to
move the manipulator through the desired task. The search for the cause of the problem
was not easy but due to the simplicity of the model the problem was found, turning out
to be in the implementation of the inertial model in the Hamilton formalism.
5.1.1 Rough Model Planar Base Run
The results of the first test relied on the most basic system model. After running the sys-
tem model through the BVP framework with the BCs as described in the methodology
in section 3.3.3, the feedforward trajectories were found and put in sequence such that
the manipulator could start from rest and continue in the planar cyclic task, described
in Table 4.7, for around 45 seconds. The experiment was run five times with varying
feedforward and feedback gains, the statistics of of the runs can be seen in appendix C.
The desired and actual state trajectories of the manipulator, during the first few cycles
of the best baserun, are shown in Figure 5.1. The rough model used for the first round
of results did not contain any frictional torque. The inertial properties of the links where
taken from the Autodesk CAD model estimates.
The first successful run of the manipulator provided a few points of insight into
the theoretical backing involved in controlling the manipulator. First, the inversion
method was validated, since the general cyclic motion of the task was demonstrated
successfully and the manipulator was able to maintain long term stability during the
repetitive motion. The first joint was kept close to the desired trajectory both due to
the use of the feedforward trajectory and the direct feedback control of the position and
velocity. The second joint has much larger errors in tracking, especially at the lower
position of the cyclic task.The graphs of the angular velocities are quite rough due to
the low encoder resolution. It is important to see that the errors of the system do not
increase but instead level out and the cyclic task continues. This indicates that the
model is approximating the behavior of the system closely enough that the feedforward
trajectories, derived via the system inversion, were adequate to produce a stable control
of the cyclic task. Statistics on the accuracy and precision of the manipulator during its
cyclic task during the rough model base run can be seen in Table 5.1. See the beginning












































































































Figure 5.1: Rough model, planar joint motion, round 2 run 2
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Table 5.1: Rough model, planar base run error statistics
Round 1
Position Error Velocity Error
Upper Upper
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Largest 34.8mm 8.74 0.47 -3.12 172.8mm/s
Smallest 19.6mm 4.92 0.30 -1.76 85.6mm/s
Average 25.1mm 6.30 0.39 -2.24 125.4mm/s
Stand. Dev. 1.1mm 93.6mm/s
Lower Lower
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Largest 43.5mm 10.93 -0.33 3.93 147.9mm/s
Smallest 29.9mm 7.51 -0.14 2.67 80.8mm/s
Average 38.3mm 9.63 -0.26 3.55 102.9mm/s
Stand. Dev. 2.6mm 81.4mm/s
Round 2
Position Error Velocity Error
Upper Upper
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Largest 40.7mm 10.23 0.61 -3.76 184.2mm/s
Smallest 31.6mm 7.94 0.29 -2.66 127.4mm/s
Average 35.5mm 8.93 0.42 -3.10 161.5mm/s
Stand. Dev. 0.8mm 87.4mm/s
Lower Lower
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Largest 41.8mm 10.50 -0.29 3.70 106.6mm/s
Smallest 22.3mm 5.60 0.03 1.76 4.9mm/s
Average 32.9mm 8.26 -0.14 2.92 40.3mm/s
Stand. Dev. 2.2mm 39.7mm/s
Taskspace error: shortest distance or speed error at the manipulator endpoint
% Taskspace error: taskspace errortaskspace range of motion ·100 Taskspace range: 398mm
% Joint error: joint errorjoint range of motion ·100 Joint range: Joint 1(360◦), Joint 2(350◦)
∗see the chapter 5 introduction for further error definition details
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5.1.2 Rough Model Planar Disturbance Test
A second type of experiment was performed to examine the safety of the manipulator
and its response to external disturbances. While the manipulator was moving through
its cyclic task the motion of the second joint was obstructed by hand. The reaction
of the manipulator can be seen in Figure 5.2 . The reaction motion exhibited by the
manipulator highlighted two key properties of the system. First, the passive nature
of the second joint along with the feedback control of the first joint motion caused
the manipulator to continue its motion and recover back into its desired cyclic motion
quickly. Second, the lack of feedback control on the second joint allowed the passive
joint to over swing as a reaction to the disturbance and bounce back with a much greater
velocity than is normally seen in during the task. There is no statistical analysis of this
experiment as it is a qualitative examination.





































Figure 5.2: Joint behavior during planar isturbance run 1 (at ≈ 4.5s)
The behavior of the underactuated manipulator when subjected to the large distur-
bance is encouraging. The strict feedback control of the first joint keeps it on track
while the passive nature of the second joint allows it to recover from the impact and
move back into the desired motion within a few cycles. This is better seen in the ve-
locity graphs of Figure 5.3. The passive nature of the second joint also ensure that the
impact was minimized, the force of the impact consisted of the inertia of the second
joint and the slight torque created by the torsion spring. Once the impact energy was
passed to the obstructing object the second joint rebounded leaving a space of time for
the obstruction to be removed.
If the same experiment was a fully actuated manipulator, without any torque limiting





































































































Figure 5.3: Joint behavior during planar disturbance run 2 (at ≈ 7.6s)
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command to continue the manipulator motion despite the obstruction. There would be
little to no rebound and hence no time to remove the obstruction without further impact.
The capabilities of the manipulator to recover from the impact undamaged depend very
much on the manipulator design but in general would require the task to end and the
manipulator to be checked and reset.
5.2 Experiments Using the Improved Model
With an improved system model, the second experimental run is focused on a direct
comparison with the rough model. The improved parameters are seen in Table 4.5
along with the new parameters from the included frictional models and improved mo-
tor modeling. The same cyclic task was used with the improved mode base runl, to
facilitate the best possible comparison between the improved and rough model system
inversion accuracy. The second round of improved model testing, with a vertical setup
uses the second cyclic task in Table 4.7 in order to examine the effects of gravity on the
performance of the system inversion method of deriving the feedforward trajectories.
The details of experimental results are seen in appendix C.
5.2.1 Improved Model Planar Base Run
As mentioned in section 4.3 the improved model includes a full friction model and
an improved motor model. The improved model was run through the same task, this
means the boundary conditions and task timing. The same set of feedback gains were
also used to make a comparable set of results. The second experimental run shown in
Figure 5.4 uses the same feedback gains as the rough model baserun seen in Figure 5.1.
The overall results on the improved run are seen in Table 5.2.The direct comparison
between the improved and rough models is seen in Table 5.3 indicates that the use of
the more complex and more accurate model yielded motion closer to the desired. The
position error at the desired time is improved on both the upper and lower positions





























































































Figure 5.4: Improved model, planar motion joint trajectories, round 4 run 2
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Table 5.2: Improved model, planar base run error statistics
Round 3
Position Error Velocity Error
Upper Upper
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Largest 15.5mm 3.89 0.49 0.64 55.1mm/s
Smallest 5.8mm 1.46 0.29 -0.24 39.1mm/s
Average 9.6mm 2.42 0.36 0.01 48.5mm/s
Stand. Dev. 3.3mm 46.mm/s
Lower Lower
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Largest 23.2mm 5.83 -0.43 -1.13 181.0mm/s
Smallest 13.6mm 3.42 -0.19 -0.69 98.0mm/s
Average 16.7mm 4.19 -0.27 -0.88 142.0mm/s
Stand. Dev. 6.8mm 80.0mm/s
Taskspace error: shortest distance or speed error at the manipulator endpoint
% Taskspace error: taskspace errortaskspace range of motion ·100 Taskspace range: 398mm
% Joint error: joint errorjoint range of motion ·100 Joint range: Joint 1(360◦), Joint 2(350◦)
∗see the chapter 5 introduction for further error definition details
Table 5.3: Comparison of improved/rough models, planar base run error statistics
Rough, Round 2, Run 2 Vs. Improved, Round 3, Run 2
Position Error Velocity Error
Upper Upper
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Rough 22.5mm 5.65 0.32 -3.25 94.2mm/s
Improved 6.8mm 1.70 0.36 -0.31 39.1mm/s
Rough STD 0.9mm 82.3mm/s
Impr. STD 3.2mm 30.1mm/s
Lower Lower
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Rough 40.4mm 10.16 -0.13 -3.34 148.0mm/s
Improved 13.6mm 3.42 -0.23 -0.69 155.0mm/s
Rough STD 2.1mm 108.0mm/s
Impr. STD 6.3mm 111.0mm/s
Taskspace error: shortest distance or speed error at the manipulator endpoint
% Taskspace error: taskspace errortaskspace range of motion ·100 Taskspace range: 398mm
% Joint error: joint errorjoint range of motion ·100 Joint range: Joint 1(360◦), Joint 2(350◦)
∗see the chapter 5 introduction for further error definition details
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5.2.2 Vertical Gravity Run
The last experiment performed on the manipulator was to turn it to a vertical hanging
position and record the manipulators behavior as it was put through another cyclic task.
The effects of gravity were modeled and included in the dynamic equations of motion
such that the system inversion would be able to accommodate for the change in position.
This experiment was of further interest because the effects of gravity not only increase
the complexity of the model but test the inertial estimates of the linkages to a greater
degree. If the mass properties of the linkages are even marginally off the influence of
gravity will amplify the performance errors. The behavior of the second joint has some
trouble following the desired trajectory in the first 3 seconds, this is due to inaccuracies
in the inertial properties and unmodeled details in the passive joint.
Table 5.4: Improved model, vertical run error statistics
Round 4
Position Error Velocity Error
Upper Upper
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Largest 33.0mm 8.29 -0.21 -3.99 65.0mm/s
Smallest 15.6mm 3.92 0.05 -1.03 30.0mm/s
Average 24.8mm 6.24 -0.03 -2.69 49.0mm/s
Stand. Dev. 20.0mm 66.0mm/s
Lower Lower
Taskspace % Taskspace % Joint 1 % Joint 2 Taskspace
Largest 24.0mm 6.03 0.85 7.11 184.0mm/s
Smallest 7.9mm 1.98 0.34 -0.52 125.0mm/s
Average 13.8mm 3.47 0.60 3.60 160.0mm/s
Stand. Dev. 5.0mm 79.0mm/s
Taskspace error: shortest distance or speed error at the manipulator endpoint
% Taskspace error: taskspace errortaskspace range of motion ·100 Taskspace range: 398mm
% Joint error: joint errorjoint range of motion ·100 Joint range: Joint 1(360◦), Joint 2(350◦)
∗see the chapter 5 introduction for further error definition details
5.2.3 Feedforward Input Comparison
The behavior of the feedforward trajectory as compared to the actual control signal
output was also of great interest. It is the best method to examine how affective and
accurate the derived feedforward trajectory is. The less that the the feedback control






















































































Figure 5.5: Improved model gravity run joint trajectories, round 4 run 2
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the two for the rough model is seen in Figure 5.6 while the same behavior is examined
in the improved model in Figure 5.7. It is notable that the actual control output is much
closer to the feedforward trajectory in the improved model. The most interesting feature
of the two graphs is the fact that the rough model shows small dips, corrections from
the feedback, throughout the cycle. These corrections point to unmodeled dynamics
that were, in part, included in the improved model. This can be seen by examining
how the improved model feedforward trajectories include behavior only seen in the
feedback corrections of the rough model. The changes brought by the improved model
can be clearly seen in the feedforward trajectories of the improved model. The improved
model is not perfect, since corrections by the feedback control are still evident, but they
are not as pronounced as before.
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Figure 5.6: Feedforward input compared to actual motor input on rough model


























The three contributions presented in this work have the following areas of application.
The underactuated robot investigation tool can be applied to any serial or parallel-link
robot with revolute joints, the use of two levels of modeling, the joint level and the
overall robot dynamics level, enables the wide application. The work based joint re-
placement method is meant to be applied to serial or parallel-link robots with revolute
joints, here again the joint level work calculation allows the method to work indepen-
dent from the overall robot dynamics complexities. Lastly, the generalized underactu-
ated robot system inversion method is applicable to all SISO and MIMO systems that
fall within the generalized restrictions and are moving between momentary stops. The
method is best used for control during cyclic tasks. The generalized restrictions require
the robots to have only position dependent potentials, such as gravity, and scleronomous
constraints, which are constraints only dependent on position, not time, velocity or ac-
celeration. With the area of application well covered and the theoretical and experimen-
tal work presented in previous chapters, the following will highlight the contributions
of each method.
6.1 Underactuated Design Tool Review
In order to help support the continued development and use of underactuated robots,
two underactuated design tools were presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2, called the un-
deractuated system investigation tool and the work based joint replacement method,
respectively. These tools are reviewed by focusing on two areas: first, the notable bene-
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fits to underactuated robot analysis are discussed, second, the contributions of the tools
to underactauted robot design are outlined.
6.1.1 Benefits of the Underactuated Robot Analysis Tools
Though there are a few notable tools available for the analysis of underactuated robots,
as reviewed in section 2.1, they are still limited in scope and struggle to make under-
actuated robots controllable for useful tasks. The study of using underactuated robots
in fast cyclic task has not been studied in-depth before due to the lack of a robust con-
trol structure and the serious difficulties faced when designing and working with such
systems. The aim of the underactuated systems investigation tool, in section 3.1, and
the the work based joint replacement method, in section 3.2, is to provide new tools for
the study and analysis of underacted systems, both in general and with special regard to
cyclic task.
Underactuated Systems Investigation Tool
The underactuated systems investigation tool can be used to examine the behavior a
system as the natural dynamics of the actuator are changed. Though this method is
based around the use of SDA and SEA components in the actuator, it also considers
the possibilities of changing the actuator inertia itself. The method expands on existing
method of analysis of the SEA and SDA components to allow for a more integrated
approach, using the traditional Lagrangian dynamic equations in conjunction with those
of the individual actuators and joints. The tool is specifically useful for the examination
of how changing the dynamic properties of the actuator/s affect the behavior of the robot
as a whole. This is especially useful when studying the behavior of the robot during a
certain motion, such as moving through task space or applying force to a surface.
The tool only contains only one closed-form solution for very simple motion and
when more complex motion is used the method relies on polynomial approximations,
or for more accuracy numerical integration. The use of polynomial fitting is able to
provide the general behavior of the integrated dynamic system but lacks accuracy at
the beginning and end of the motion. It is also highly reliant on the estimation of
the engineer, to check the polynomial fit and make sure the method results are used
and trusted in proportion to the strength of the initial setup. The numerical integration
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is able to provide more much accurate results for the initial and final behavior of the
dynamics but suffer from the intrinsic problem of error build-up. The longer the task,
the larger the error from the numerical integration. This is a predictable error but must
always be taken into account, especially when examining the behavior of the system at
the end of the task under investigation.
The underactuated systems analysis tool, with its improvement using numerical in-
tegration is a marked expansion in its capabilities and range of application, as compared
with its closest comparison, the initial work by Kemper [25], which was only applicable
at the actuator level and unable to relate to the overall dynamics of robot with which it
was used.
Work Based Joint Replacement Method
The work based joint replacement method provides powerful insight into the capabilities
of a serial-link torsional joints. One of the greatest difficulties faced when attempting
to examine underatuated systems is the lack of tools for estimating the performance of
passive elements such as springs. Torsional springs are used in everyday life but their
implementation in underactuated robots is severely limited due to the difficulty in ex-
amining the capabilities and performance of the spring without extensive experimental
testing. The main benefit of the this tool is the ability to compare the the work capabil-
ities of a torsional spring joint with that of a fully actuated joint. By looking past the
pure dynamic behavior of the spring, the method is able to determine the underlying
characteristics of the torsional spring joints work behavior.
The comparison method is heavily reliant on the use of cubic paths in jointspace
when examining the fully actuated joint. This is ideal for working with cyclic tasks that
only require momentary stops but limits the tool in both in how and where it can be used.
The reliance on the cubic path also restricts the work estimations range of applicability,
requiring any use of it to be done carefully, ensuring that the assumptions behind its
calculations are not ignored. The work estimation of the torsional spring however relies
on very few assumptions, though the accuracy of the spring model being of course the
most important factor. By allowing the work capabilities of the the torsional spring joint
to be examined increases both usefulness underactuated robot systems and the engineers
ability to study them.
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The use of the work capability in the analysis of the underactuated robot systems
is a new development, no references are found in [14] or in any other sources, and
therefore has no direct comparison. The most common design and optimization tools
used with underactuated robots use either a zero dynamics analysis (output zeroing), or
a property parametrization methodology. Neither method is able to recommend how a
fully actuated joint can be replaced with a passive, torsional-spring driven joint. Due to
its link with the generalized system inversion method it is not only a novel approach,
but critical to future work on cyclic task motion for underactated robot systems.
6.1.2 Contribution to Underactauated Robot Design
The second important point to discuss is how the tools and methodologies can be used
for underactated robot systems design. This topic is worth separate consideration in
order to highlight the specific applications of underactated system tools to facilitate and
evaluate the design of an underactuated robot.
Underactuated Systems Investigation Tool
The focused use of the underactuated system investigation tool for robot design can be
done in two ways, one, in the design of a robot yet to be built and two, in the design
analysis of an existing robot. The first instance is the best time to use the tool because
it allows any changes in the dynamic properties of the actuators or the overall robot
structure to be examined. This is powerful as a comparison tool, allowing the study of
the robot under different tasks and different setups before the robot is even built. The
reliance on them modeling is both a strength and a weakness. The ability to model and
compare the robot dynamics at two interconnected levels, general dynamics (the linkage
lengths and inertias) and actuator dynamics (damping and spring behavior), will allow
for better informed design decisions while the assumptions and simplifications made
in the modeling may leave out key behavior properties. This emphasizes once more
the importance of careful modeling and the use of careful engineering insight. Another
downside is that the method has no way to direct the comparison analysis, this must be
done by the engineer and may lead to less than useful results.
The second area, using the tool to consider the design merits and possible im-
provements to an already existing robot requires the same engineer driven comparison.
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Though this time, system identification and modeling of the existing robot also part of
the process. The tool is used more easily in this area because the design comparison
can be made based on the actual setup and properties of the robot. It is also more easily
applied when investigating a working robot because the modeling and behavior compar-
isons should be done with realistic dynamic changes, that could be applied to the robot.
The field of possible behavior is then much more limited, allowing the comparisons to
predict the robots behavior if certain changes were made either to the overall dynamics
or the actuator properties. Though the reliance on the accuracy of the robot modeling is
still a weak point, it is minimized with the ability to compare the model behavior to that
of the real robot, both ensuring the accuracy of the robot and outlining the boundaries
of the models validity.
Work Based Joint Replacement Method
The method provides a firm starting point for examining the capabilities of an under-
actuated robot, though by starting from a desired task the method is forced to rely on
the engineer to choose the possible parameters for the torsional joint properly. Working
with the parameter ranges requires some knowledge of torsional springs but also some
idea of the how the torsional spring will be implemented. The need for experience when
estimating the parameter ranges and the desired task is smallest when examining a pre-
existing torsional joint for re-fit to a different task. The methodology itself provides
an avenue for experimentation in searching for proper parameters for a desired task. It
can also be used to estimate the capabilities of a starting set of torsional springs with a
torsional joint of limited adjustment, allowing the time and motion limits of the robot
to be mapped out.
The work based joint replacement method is heavily geared towards use in the de-
sign of an underactuated robot. It can be used for pre-build robot design as well as
current robot design analysis and refit. The method is able to recommend a torsional
spring joint replacement for a joint that would otherwise be fully actuated. . The tool
relies on a work comparison assumption and the use of cubic joint paths for the work
level calculations, this is a weakness because it is a single path that generates only one
work trajectory and does not take into account the many ways that the task could be
accomplished. However, for the purposes of finding a torsional spring joint able to do
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comparable work, it is satisfactory.
6.2 Generalized System Inversion for Underactuated Robots
The main contribution of this thesis is the generalized underactuated robot system in-
version methodology. This method allows underactuated robots, within the general-
ized restrictions, to be controlled while performing cyclic tasks that require movement
between momentary stops. After the development of a theoretical framework, which
included experimental simulations, the method was tested on an experimental under-
actuated robot. Both the theoretical work, shown in section 3.3, and the experimental
results, seen in section 5, will be discussed with regards to three areas: first the effective-
ness of the method in control of the underactuated robots, second, the energy efficiency
benefits that are possible, and lastly, how underactuated design can lead to safer robots.
6.2.1 Control Efficacy
The best test of the underactuate robot system inversions usefulness is to examine how
well it can be used in the control of such systems. It must be able to provide the tools
necessary to facilitate the proper control of an underactuated robot system, then it must
be tested on an experimental robot to validate the theory and investigate for errors and
weaknesses in the method.
Theory
In an initial evaluation of the results its is important to consider 3 aspects, the reference
trajectories, the feedforward control, and the feedback control. All three are necessary
for the successful control of underactuated systems. Within underactuated control, the
lack of full actuation means that the reference trajectories cannot be arbitrary but must
be based on the predicted behavior of the robot or very carefully pre-approved planned
motions. The feedforward trajectories must also be based on the predicted motion of
the underactuated robot, providing the necessary input, normally at the torque level,
to move the robot in accordance with the reference trajectories. The system inversion
methodology provides both of these as part of the BVP solution. The presentation of
the method as well as the two examples in sections 3.4 and 3.6 demonstrate this.
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Feedback control is absolutely necessary, partly because no robot system model can
exactly match the actual system and also due to the nature of cyclic tasks. When a robot
task repeats itself more than a few times, any small imperfections, in calibration or
modeling, build up rapidly unless corrected by a feedback control loop. The feedback
control is easily used with the actuated joints of any underactuated robot and can be
expanded to take into account errors in the passive joints, though this requires further
modeling or the use of additional feedback control strategies.
Experimental Results
The experiments shown in section 4 focus on validating that the generalized underactu-
ated robot system inversion method provides correct and useful solutions, for both the
reference trajectories and the feedforward control. The control method has two main
goals, to achieve cyclic task stability and to direct the robot motion such that it reaches
the desired positions and velocity at the set time. All of the experimental motion runs
show that the first goal was achieved. The feedback control was able to suppress the
errors produced by unmodeled dynamics and calibration mismatch. The second goal
was achieved to varied degrees of success and depended heavily on the model used for
the system inversion.
The rough model base run, shown in section 5.1.1, demonstrated the initial success
of the method in moving the robot through a desired task and though the movement of
the manipulator reached the general vicinity of the desire taskspace points, the position
error varied between 20 to 40 millimeters while the velocity error stayed under 400mm/s
but never was less than 84mm/s. These results show that though the cyclic task was
stable, by using a simplified model without parameter improvement, the manipulator
was unable to reach the desired points with a slow enough velocity for a useful task,
such as pick-and-place.
The improved model results, in section 5.2.1, highlight two important properties
of the generalized system inversion method. First, the upgrading of the model, by in-
cluding previously unmodeled behavior (friction) and refining the parameters, improved
the ability of the manipulator to achieve its desired motion. The improved model base
run showed improvements in position and velocity error, with a position error now be-
tween 6 to 24 millimeters and a velocity error below 181mm/s but not under 40mm/s.
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The direct comparison seen Table 5.3, where the feedback gains are the same between
the rough and improved model, is the most useful in demonstrating the changes. The
second property shown by the improved model is the ability of the method to handle
complex modeling equations. The addition of the friction model, a piecewise function,
increased the demands on the BVP framework and solver, yet the only difficulties were
in implementing the model, the method still found a solution whose trajectories were
successfully used to control the manipulator.
The comparison of the control signals, in section 5.2.3, from the rough model ex-
periments and the improved model experiments allowed a closer look at the interaction
between the feedforward and the feedback signals. In the rough model, the feedback
loop makes some large alterations to the feedforward signal, revealing that the manipu-
lator is exhibiting behavior that was not captured in the system model. Then when the
improved model is used, the feedforward signal needs much less correction than before
and follows a path close to that of the corrected path in the rough model. The model
dependency of the feedforward control input and the limited use of feedback control
indicate that further refinements of the model and finer tuning and/or wider use of the
feedback control (using the position signal of the second joint) would yield smaller
errors, at the joint and taskspace levels.
Comparison to Outside Work
When considering previous work in the area, the research and contributions of Berger-
man in [22] are the most notable of the last 20 years. His work contributed new tools,
such as the dynamic coupling index, a proof of controllability and a general dexterity
formulation. His optimal sequential control methodology and its related constrained
space configuration path planning strategy added much to the field of underactuated
robotics. The work here builds upon these existing methods by making new contribu-
tions that focus on cyclic tasks, spring driven joints, and control during motion between
non-equilibrium points, which are momentary stops.
When considering other literature, there is a serious lack of work available describ-
ing experimental research on similar cyclic task motion of underactuated robots. How-
ever, when examining the experimental work of Graichen in [72], the control stability
is at the same level, though the motion objectives are different. Previous research in
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this area sought to move from one equilibrium point to another while the work here
demonstrates motion between non-equilibrium points.
When considering the usefulness of the robot and whether it could realistically be
used for pick-and-place operations it is important to note the position and velocity er-
rors. These errors were improved, made smaller, with the use of the improved model
and it is clear that a momentary-stop was achieved near the task segment boundaries,
though not at the exact desired time. Though the experimental manipulator was not
altered to allow the use of a quick grabbing endpoint manipulator, the motion results
make it obvious that such a task is possible to implement without any large changes.
6.2.2 Energy Savings
The energy savings capability of an underactuated robot is directly reliant on two fac-
tors, the design of the robot and the task that it performs. The use of passive elements
to store energy in an underactuated robot shows great promise when used to perfrom
cyclic tasks. Instead of only pouring energy into the actuators to move the robot, some
of the energy can be stored for use later in the task. An energy comparison between
the underactuated robot model (UR) and a fully actuated robot mode l(FR), based on
the SISO example in section 3.4 can be seen in Figure 6.1. The work levels at each
boundary are shown in Table 6.1 where the energy levels are the summation of the work
done at the joints.
Table 6.1: SISO example task segment energy levels
Planar Motion: End of Task Energy(J)
Swing Start Segment 2 Segment 3 Swing End
UR=0.1620 UR=0.4852 UR=0.7677 UR=1.0562
FR1=0.2702 FR1=0.5403 FR1=0.8105 FR1=1.0807
FR2=0.0615 FR2=0.1231 FR2=0.1847 FR2=0.2463
FRt=0.3317 FRt=0.6634 FRt=0.9952 FRt=1.3270
The 4 task segments demonstrated the energy savings, 20% for the 4 segments in
sequence, while the cyclic task, consisting of the middle two segments, shows an energy
savings of 8.7% per cycle. The repeating nature of the motion makes the energy savings
even more notable since it will quickly add up to ever greater energy savings as the robot
continues the motion. The energy savings is still heavily dependent on robot design and
the desired task that the robot performs, yet even as the simple example shows that
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Figure 6.1: Work level graphs for SISO example
being able to control the underactuated robot in cyclic tasks is clear can be used for
greater robot efficiency.
6.2.3 Safety
The benefit of built-in safety has long been an interesting topic of research, especially
with the increased use of robots in manufacturing and the desire to have them work
alongside humans. The safety of an underactuated robot system is based on the passive
nature of its passive joints. The disturbance test of the experimental manipulator seen
in section 5.1.2 demonstrate the inherent safety of the prototype. The robot impacted
the engineers hand with a force so small that no discomfort was noted. Despite the very
human unfriendly controller used on the robot, the design of the robot ensured that any
impact with the second joint would be minimal. The impact force felt was only that of
the robots inertia. Another key aspect of the experiment was that the robot recovered its
motion cycle and was able to recover without any damage to itself. The passive nature
of the torsional spring joint also gave the object impacted time to remove itself from the
robots path.
Within the robotics community there are two main schools of thought on the issue of
robot safety, one uses control schemes to facilitate safer motion and response behavior,
or two, uses mechanical safety devices in the joints or links to ensure that any impact
is kept low. There are problems with both areas, each with there own weaknesses.
Using the underactuated robot system design, within the cyclic task application, can
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provide a way to implement both ideas simultaneously. By using an underactuated
robot, containing much safer passive joints(with spring and/or damper elements), with
a control system geared toward safety there would be two levels of response. If the
passive links impact something or someone with a small disturbance at only the passive
level, the cyclic task can continue, recovering according the natural dynamics of the
system and the basic control. If the impact is on one of the actuated links, the safety
control system would then take action, bringing the robot to stop safely and waiting for
a cycle restart from the engineer.
The in-built safety capabilities of the underactuated robot, due to its design and
passive elements, could allow it to perform its motion in the presence of human work-
ers with a much smaller danger factor. The use of passive elements in underactuated





The field of underactuated robotics continues to be an exciting area of new research with
developments that continued change the capabilities and role of robotics. This thesis has
made the case for continued work in the discipline and has outlined the contributions of
the author. The underactuated robot analysis tool and the work based joint replacement
method both contribute to the analysis and design of underactuated robots; thereby
allowing for more in depth investigation of their nature and capabilities, at both the
rigid-body level, and the actuator level. Each analysis and design method has been
validated in numerous examples throughout the theoretical section, showing that they
each help facilitate the analysis and design of more useful and reliable underactuated
robots able to perform cyclic tasks.
The main focus of the thesis, the generalized underactuated robot system inversion
method, enables underactuated robots that are within the generalized restrictions to be
controlled and used in cyclic motion between non-equilibrium points. This method has
a strong theoretical background, with a wide area where it is guaranteed applicable,
along with real-world verification shown in the experimental work. By only requir-
ing that the robot endpoint come to a momentary stop, the robot can move between
non-equilibrium points and take advantage of the energy saving capabilities of passive
elements such as springs and dampers. This new method extends the usefulness of
underactuated robots, facilitating safer and more energy efficient motion. The robot
system inversion methodology uses the Hamiltonian formulation for the robot systems
dynamic equations of motion, instead of the typical Lagrangian. This alternate form
is critical in proving that the generalized underactuated robot system inversion method
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is applicable to all scleronomous mechanical systems which have only position depen-
dent potentials. This restriction includes all serial-link and parallel-link robots, hence
the term generalized, but excludes those with rolling constraints, such as wheels. This
type of motion and control, of such a wide class of underactuated robots, has not been
achieved by any other methods yet developed.
The research presented has a wide range of possible applications, including use
in pick-and-place motion and in underactuated walking cycles. By allowing a wide
class of underactuated robots to move between non-equilibrium points, the abilities and
application of underactuated robots is greatly increase. The next step for continued
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B.1 Rough Model Derivation
The rough model is based on the model manipulator seen in Figure B.1 with the model











Figure B.1: 2-DOF SISO underactuated manipulator model
Table B.1: Rough model parameters
Link 1 Link 2
Parameter Inertia Mass Length Inertia Mass Length
Variable I1 m1 L1 I2 m2 L2
Value 0.00256 0.181 0.2 0.00357 0.132 0.2
Units kg/m2 kg m kg/m2 kg m
Spring Properties DC Motor
Parameter Stiffness Offset Preload Driver Gain
Variable k θ f θp G f f
Value 0.0351 0.0094 0.45 ≈ 5.3816
Units Nm/rad radian radian
Start with the formation of the inertai matrix D, as normally used in the Lagrangian
form and found in the jointspace canonical equations of motion. The joint positions are



















where θi =qi , Si = sin(qi), Ci = cos(qi), Si j = sin(qi+q j), Ci j = cos(qi+q j)
and D12 =D21
The inertia matrix must now be inverted for use in the Hamiltonian formalism. Using
the cofactor equation in this instance, though the Cayley-Hamilton method can also be
used.










Note that the matrix A is only a function of q2, also described as A(q2). The Hamiltonian
can now be fully described, using (2.13) as the starting point and plugging in the A
























where pT = [p1 p2]. This equation assumes theres is no energy initially stored in the
torsional spring. Now the derivation of the equations of motion is straightforward using
(2.14) and (2.15). The change in position is
q˙1
q˙2




















































where cb = 12986591769540203771127650947043434445cos(q2)2
−4077218195851070330124161039668182402
τs =−k(q2−θF +θp)+ 2kθp1+ e(q2−θF )Z (B.7)
and the Aˆ12 = Aˆ21 due to the symmetry of the D matrix. The partial derivatives seen
above are very long, so as to keep the values as exact as possible, but can be found
easily with a symbolic toolbox program from the D matrix provided.
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B.2 Improved Model Derivation
The improved model is based on the same overall manipulator seen in Figure B.1 but
with an additional frictional model, discussed in section 4.3.1 and an improved set of
parameters seen in Table B.2
Table B.2: Improved model parameters
Link 1 Link 2
Parameter Inertia Mass Length Inertia Mass Length
Variable I1 m1 L1 I2 m2 L2
Value 0.007506 0.297 0.2 0.00357 0.132 0.2
Units kg/m2 kg m kg/m2 kg m
Joint 1 Friction Types
Parameter Coulomb Viscous Break
Variable Tc+ Tc− f+ f− Tb+ Tb−
Value 0.02005 0.01637 0 0 0.02105 0.01767
Units Nm Nm/(rad/s) Nm
Spring Basics Joint 2 Friction Types
Parameter Stiffness Offset Preload Coulomb Viscous Break
Variable k θ f θp Tc f Tb
Value 0.03 0.025 0.48 0.00029 0.00297 0.00345
Units Nm/rad rad rad Nm Nms/rad Nm
Start with the formation of the inertai matrix D, as normally used in the Lagrangian
form and found in the jointspace canonical equations of motion. The joint positions are


















where θi =qi , Si = sin(qi), Ci = cos(qi), Si j = sin(qi+q j), Ci j = cos(qi+q j)
The inertia matrix must now be inverted for use in the Hamiltonian formalism. Using
the cofactor equation in this instance, though the Cayley-Hamilton method can also be
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used.















Note that the matrix A is only a function of q2, also described as A(q2). The Hamiltonian
can now be fully described, using (2.13) as the starting point and plugging in the A





























where pT = [p1 p2] adn the last line represents the affects of gravity, when the manipu-
lator is in the vertical position. This equation assumes theres is no energy initially stored
in the torsional spring. Now the derivation of the equations of motion is straightforward
using (2.14) and (2.15). The change in position is
q˙1
q˙2







While change in the general momenta is described as






















































τs =− k(q2−θF +θp)+ 2kθp1+ e(q2−θF )Z (B.16)
and the Aˆ12 = Aˆ21 due to the symmetry of the D matrix and g = −9.81m/s2. The
frictional torques τ f i are defined with the piecewise equations (4.8) and (4.9) in section
4.3.1. The partial derivatives involving the potential will only be included when the
manipulator is in the vertical position. The derivation was found with the symbolic
toolbox program in MATLAB.
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D.2 Two-link Underactuated Manipulator Part Drawings
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